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MISSION STATEMENT 

Scope 
Hennepin A venue from the Basilica to Lakewood Cemetery at 36th Street. 

Mission Statement 
Develop a coordinated and integrated streetscape and development plan for Hennepin A venue that 
is based on its rich cultural history, maintains economic vitality, enhances urban and pedestrian 
uses, and improves safety and quality of life on Hennepin and in the surrounding neighborhoods. 

Participants 
Lowry Hill neighborhood, Lowry Hill East neighborhood (the Wedge), Loring Park 
neighborhood, East Isles neighborhood, CARAG neighborhood, ECCO neighborhood, Cedar
Isles-Dean neighborhood, Minneapolis Planning Department, Public Works, City Council 
members 7th, 10th, 6th wards; the MCDA, NRP, business owners and rental property owners 
on Hennepin Avenue; developers, architects, urban planners. 

Brief History 
For several years, residents in the area have been concerned about the disturbing trends of 
development in our area: the "suburbanization" (i.e., strip malls) and "franchising" of our 
neighborhood. In order to control and encourage more appropriate, urban, pedestrian-oriented 
ventures, neighborhoods and individuals on Hennepin Avenue have been trying to find funding 
to conduct a planning study of Hennepin A venue from the Basilica to the cemetery. The city 
is currently re-writing its zoning code, and with all the neighborhoods going through the NRP, 
many of us believe that this is the time to discuss and implement guidelines that will ensure 
appropriate development of Hennepin Avenue in the future. (Guidelines similar to the Hennepin
Lake Development Guidelines, for instance.) The Hennepin Avenue Task Force was formed in 
Spring, 1993, and a series of three public meetings were held over that summer. Dozens of 
people from the above listed groups attended ~e meetings and discussed visions, problems, 
possibilities for The Avenue. Lowry Hill, CARAG, and Cedar-Isles-Dean neighborhoods have 
all pledged money to pay for a consultant to conduct a study for a development guidelines and 
streetscape plans. 

What's Next? 
Working with the Planning Department and the NRP Office, the Hennepin Avenue Task Force 
sent out a Request for Proposals from landscape architects, urban planners, and architectural 
firms in July 1994. Proposals were received in August, and the final hiring decision will have 
been made in early September. The Consultant will be working with the above groups 
mentioned in order to develop the study and an implementation plans. The neighborhoods and 
business community will need to participate in the process and decide what they will want to 
finance, through assessments and NRP funds. An initial rough draft of the study goals follows. 
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Rough Draft of Study Goals 

The Hennepin A venue Task Force, composed of the six neighborhoods along Hennepin A venue 
from the Basilica of St. Mary to Lakewood Cemetery, plus CIDNA (Cedar-Isles-Dean), sought 
to engage a Consultant in early September 1994 for urban design and landscape/streetscape 
services for this portion of Hennepin Avenue. 

I. The consultant will work with the city Planning Department, neighborhood groups, 
and business coalitions to develop design and streetscape concepts that aim to achieve 
design improvements and prevent further deterioration and suburbanization along the 
street. In addition to improving the image and character of Hennepin, and making it a 
place people want to be, the consultant will also bear in mind: 

- improving safety and the pedestrian environment 
- improving connections to the neighborhoods 
- improving and strengthening commercial areas of the street 

II. The consultant will also develop alternative design ideas, including estimates of 
costs, for certain key areas along the Avenue. These areas include but are not limited to: 

- the place where Lyndale and Hennepin merge, including the crossover at Loring Park 
- the Franklin and Hennepin intersection 
- the Lake and Hennepin intersection 
- the several triangular parcels along the A venue 

III. Specific issues to be covered: 
- overall function of the A venue, including general land use types, densities, and 
locations 
- image as defined by building pattern, trees, lighting, architectural characteristics, and 
how future development should be guided to support that character 
- amount and location of parking and bus facilities, and how parking should be handled 
- guidelines for signage along the A venue 
- how improvement<; to existing buildings should be guided to support the A venue 
- how existing right-of-way can be enhanced to improve safety and character 

IV. Specific products: 
- streetscape concept alternatives and cost estimates 
- streetscape schematics based on above 
- drawings for facade improvement, trees, lighting, etc. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD ACTIVITIES AND CONTACTS 

The neighborhoods involved in the Hennepin A venue Task Force are Lowry Hill, Lowry 
Hill East (Lhena), East Isles, Cedar-Isles-Dean (CIDNA), East Calhoun (ECCO), Carag, and 
East Harriet. All of these neighborhoods will be fully involved in NRP by September, but they 
are in different planning stages. Lowry Hill, CIDNA, Carag, and East Isles have all pledged 
NRP money towards the cost of a consultant for the development of a streetscape/urban 
development and design plan for the future growth of Hennepin. However, because each 
neighborhood must develop its own Plan for the future, there is no commitment to developing 
all or any of the design plan that results. The members of the Task Force envision the plan as 
a starting point for neighborhoods, which can use the plan to decide what elements of it they 
would like to fund as part of their NRP Action Plan. The goal is an overall design that all 
Hennepin neighborhoods in the task force can contribute towards as an articulation of a common 
vision and goal for the future of Hennepin Avenue. 

Below is a list of contacts for each of the neighborhoods and any relevant information 
about each organization. 

ECCO (East Calhoun Community Organization) 
Board President: Leslie Modrack 824-6939 
NRP Co-Chair: Sara Baker 822-8899 

Chris Fischer, a member of the Hennepin Task Force, is also a member of the ECCO Board and 
reports to them of our activities. Those reports are also included as part of the Board News in 
the East Calhoun newspaper. 
The NRP process in ECCO has a steering committee and knows of the activities of the Task 
Force, but feels it is too early for any NRP action on their part. They have questions about 
ECCO representation on the Task Force in terms of decision-making, and Sara Baker suggests 
written communication would help keep the Steering Committee aware of any activities or 
decisions on Hennepin with which they might want to participate. She has been sent a copy of 
the RFP, the list of architects to whom it was sent, the Martin and Pitz proposal, the Task Force 
mailing list, and the mission statement from this document. Sara Baker agrees that the state of 
Hennepin Avenue and its further development is a prime issue for many residents. 
Address to send information for the NRP Committee: 

Sara Baker 
3125 James Ave S 
Minneapolis, MN 55408 

CIDNA (Cedar-Isles-Dean Neighborhood Association) 
Board President: David Shirley 929-8464 
NRP Coordinator: Suzanne Rhees 823-5896 

The neighborhood is proceeding with its Action Plan, which is in the writing stages. Having 
already committed funding to the cost of the consultant, they do not see the activities of the Task 
Force as currently relevant to the writing process. 
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CARAG (Calhoun Area Residents Action Group) 
Board President: Peter Normandt (outgoing) 827-3686 
NRP Coordinator: Anne Reader 930-7080 

The CARAG NRP is just beginning the First Step process. Anne Reader feels that they need 
to figure out what their priorities are before they can be very involved with the Task Force. 
Mary Ann Knox, who is on the Task Force, is also active on the CARAG Board. 

East Isles 
Board President: Pat Egan 377-7686 
NRP Coordinator: Leon Lang 871-1528 

Kris Levine is a member of the Board and the Task Force, and is the Board's liaison to the Task 
Force. 

CLPC (Citizens for a Loring Park Community) 
Board President: Gretchen Nicholls 872-8915 
Community Coordinator and NRP: Robert Thompsen 673-9518 

Bob Hansen is a Task Force member and a CLPC Board member. He sits on almost all the 
CLPC committees, and acts as an information liaison for the various groups to the Board. CLPC 
was asked in 1993 to participate in and contribute to the Hennepin A venue Task Force 
Consultant project. The Board refused to contribute to the project at that time. 
In terms of NRP progress, CLPC is hoping to have its Action Plan completed in October or 
November 1994, and to complete the approval process by January 1995. Some of the 
neighborhood concerns that may be relevant to the consultant are bicycle and pedestrian traffic 
along Hennepin and Lyndale by Loring Park and the Walker. 

Lowry Hill 
Board President: David Urbia 374-5453 (w), 377-3663 (h) 

Suzanne Zorn is chair of the Task Force and reports to the Lowry Hill Board. Lowry Hill NRP 
has pledged to pay the costs of the consultant, minus whatever other neighborhoods pledge. 

LHENA {Lowry Hill East Neighborhood Association) 
NRP Contact: Rhonda Kuehl 377-5253 

Rhonda Kuehl is on the Task Force and the NRP Steering Committee in LHENA. LHENA is 
just beginning the NRP process, and has been working on the participation agreement for 
September 1994. They are still establishing priorities and procedures for the NRP process, but 
are aware of the activities of the Task Force. 
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HENNEPIN PREFERENCES SURVEY 

The City Planning Department conducted neighborhood preference surveys for parts of Hennepin 
A venue in 1993, and a survey of Business owners was conducted by a graduate student in Spring 
of 1993. The results of both are summarized below. Full copies of both results are available. 

Main Concerns of Residents: 

Franklin to 28th Street: 

Positive aspects: small businesses, diversity of types and commercial/residential mix, and 
pedestrian focus. Negatives/concerns: Development is bringing unwanted increases of 
traffic, noise, safety concerns. Hennepin from Franklin/Summit to Basilica seen as poorly linked 
to rest of the Avenue, and unfriendly to pedestrians. 

28th to 36th: 

Positive aspects: diversity of residential and services/businesses, older architecture, 
: division between commercial uses from 28th to 32nd, residential to 36th. 

Negatives/concerns: too much traffic, pollution, noise. Parking problems. Encroaching 
r commercial areas to the south, insensitive architecture (doesn't fit in with existing buildings). 
~ Don't want to encourage more auto use on this part of Hennepin. 
C 

Qverall desires: 

-more control over development; design guidelines 
-traffic plan for both commercial and residential needs 

p -library needs to be more inviting 
-limit liquor licenses (expressed in regards to 28th to 36th) 
-rename Hennepin Boulevard from Basilica to 36th 
-link Loring Park/Walker/Sculpture Garden area; isolated 

is Business Concerns: 
)f 

ut Positive aspects: locally-owned businesses, on-street parking (believe is compatible with 
neighborhood concerns for pedestrians because it acts as a buffer to traffic and slows down 
traffic). 

Negatives/concerns: problems of employee parking. When concentrate on short-term 
Parking or eliminating on-street, force employees into neighborhoods. Too many vacant 
buildings, too much graffiti. Latter needs quick response by City to reduce. Neighborhood 
attitudes seem at times elitist: not looking at broad picture of needing a healthy overall 
community (diverse needs). 
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Biggest concerns: crime 60%, parking 40%, traffic 40%, street appearance 6% 
(multiple responses possible). (From Nicholls' survey, Franklin to 28th Street, 1993). 

/ 
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ACTIVITIES AFFECTING HENNEPIN A VENUE 

The following is a list of groups that have activities affecting Hennepin A venue between 
11th and 36th Streets. Some groups deal directly with Hennepin, others have broader planning 
scopes that involve only a small part of the A venue. After the name of each group is a summary 
of its activities as they impact Hennepin A venue, a timeline for the project, and a contact person 
for further information. 

BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS: 

Hennepin/Lyndale/Dunwoody Blvd Association 
A business association concerned with Hennepin from about Groveland Terrace to the 

Basilica. The members are mostly institutional, with a lot of owner-operators. The businesses 
on the Fox block by Harmon Place are the major exception. Other members include four 
schools, three Churches, the Walker and Guthrie, and Alliance Insurance. The group has 
worked extensively with public works on the realignment of Hennepin. They see their concerns 
as quite different from those on Hennepin south of Franklin. Hennepin where it meets Lyndale 
and 194 has a very different character than Hennepin south of that intersection. The primary 
issue for the group is to make Hennepin as hospitable and user-friendly as possible, while 
recognizing that 194 crosses there. One key concern is attractive signage that is not overly large. 
Contact: Clarence Schallbetter 229-2740 

South Hennepin Business Association 
Concerned with Hennepin between Franklin A venue and 28th Street. The main interest 

right now is to develop a focus along Hennepin, and enhance safety. To do so, the Association 
is considering decorative lighting. They are discussing the style choice and need to circulate a 
petition indicating that the majority of property and business owners are willing to pay 
assessments in order to get the lighting installed. They view the project as important to creating 
a unified and attractive look on their section of ~ennepin, as well as for efforts at safety fur 
employees and customers. 
Timeline: Circulate a petition in Fall 1994, if successful the lights could be installed by Fall 
1995. 

Other interests include the traffic study around the Uptown area. The South Hennepin 
Business Association would like to participate in the interpretation of the results, in order to be 
involved in any decisions that may change traffic or parking patterns that would affect them. 

The Association wants bike racks installed but is concerned about who is responsible to 
install them and pay for them (see bike racks section under Public Works). As well, they would 
like a more aesthetically pleasing design than the u-shaped tube. The Association is also 
following the decision to ban bikes on sidewalks in Uptown very closely, as they are interested 
in expanding the ban up Hennepin to Franklin A venue. Bicycle and pedestrian safety is a major 
concern with current traffic (bicycles on sidewalks) patterns. 
Contact: Arnie Zuckrnan 374-8000 

llptown Business Association (centered on Hennepin and Lake) 
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Uptown has developed a streetscape program involving the planting of trees, putting up 
pedestrian lights, redoing sidewalks, etc. This involves an assessment of property owners. A 
separate project is going on which involves amenity improvements that will not be assessed to 
property owners, and does not have a specific timeline. 

Some of the original plans were done by a landscape firm, but currently a committee is 
working on the plan, waiting for assessment approval. Once the assessments have been 
approved, the Association will hire someone to work on the design documents. The Uptown 
Business Association is committed to moving forward with their plans for streetscape 
improvements. They are interested in the activities of other groups, but want to continue on 
their own timeline, because they have already gone through much of the planning and approval 
phases for the project at hand. 
Timeline: construction to start early 1995. 
Contact: Ray Harris 823-0102 

PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS: 

Bike Racks 
The city Transportation Department would like to encourage the use of bike racks. If a 

business wants to put one on a city right-of-way, the department is trying to fund up to 50% of 
the cost. The U-shape is the recommended design. Responsibility for installation can be 
negotiated. The department does not have a regular program to help pay for bike racks, because 
the funding availability is variable. Assessed on a case-by-case basis. 
Contact: Ronda Ree 673-3439 

Hennepin/Dunwoody Improvement Project 
Hennepin A venue from Oak Grove/Vineland Place to Dunwoody/Basilica will be moved 

closer to the freeway with a retaining wall built between the freeway and the street. The park 
will widen to cover some of the area where Hennepin is now located. · Substantially more 
plantings will go in, especially along Dunwoody but also along Hennepin Avenue both along the 
retaining wall and along the Park and the Fox Block (buildings between Harmon Place and 
Hennepin). Additional lighting will go in on Dunwoody and on Hennepin along the Fox Block 
(latter will be pedestrian level). Harmon Place will be more of a driveway onto Hennepin rather 
than a street; access may be limited certain times of the day. Diagonal parking will be expanded 
to both sides of Harmon. Focal points where Harmon enters Hennepin and where Hennepin 
turns at the Basilica will be left for future Park-related development (perhaps to be done as part 
of the park improvements; see Citizens for Loring Park listing). Plantings were selected by a 
landscape architect and will be maintained by the Park Board. They were chosen to be 
aesthetically pleasing, provide color, but also to survive the Minnesota climate. An irrigation 
system may be installed on the medians. 
/Timeline: realignment may start in August 1994, until snow falls, and will continue in the 
Spring 1995 if necessary. The landscaping will be bid out by the City in the Spring 1995. 
Public Works will be responsible for the retaining wall, streets, gutters, and the landscaping 
(plantings) will likely be subcontracted by them. 
Contact: Bob Carlson 673-3614 
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P Puhlic Works Uptown Parking Study 
\. Public Works Transportation division will conduct a study of parking patterns in the 
o Uptown area, extending from 24th to 32nd streets, west to the Parkway and east to Dupont. The 

study will replace a 1986 parking study conducted in a smaller area around Uptown. The study 
.s will attempt to distinguish between workers, residents, downtown commuters, and 
n shoppers/entertainment seekers. 
n Timeline: late August study will take two days, from 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. Results of analysis 
1e expected in mid-Winter. 
,n Contact: Mike Monahan 673-2414, Sue Zarling 673-2129 
tl 
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Uptown Transit Hub 
A plan at the Public Works department to address the issues of bus layovers, pedestrian 

use, and traffic congestion in the area around Hennepin and Lake. The department proposes a 
transit hub for bus layovers and parking in Uptown. Uptown is currently the second busiest bus 
transfer area in all of Metro, after downtown Minneapolis and before downtown St. Paul. The 
facility is designed to relieve bus congestion by moving bus stops and transfer locations to one 
centrally located transit hub. The hub would also provide short-term parking, pedestrian space, 
and links for bicycles and rollerblades to the Midtown Greenway (see separate description), with 
storage facilities for both bikes and blades. Architectural concerns would dictate that the project 
is set back from the street, would be no more than three to four stories high, and span the rail 
corridor. The Hub still needs neighborhood and business community support, an Environmental 
Area Worksheet (EAW) that is expected to demonstrate air quality benefits, and a feasible 
funding package. As of August 24, 1994, Council Member for Ward 10, Lisa McDonald, did 
not support the Transit Hub. 
Timeline: Soonest construction could happen is Fall 1995. Meetings with neighborhoods and 
businesses will continue through Fall 1994, and EA W should be developed during that time. 
Funding options presently being explored, and will continue into the Fall. If neighborhoods, 
businesses, EA W, or funding do not support the Hub, it will not be built. The withdrawal of 
support by Lisa McDonald in August indicates it. is unlikely the Hub will go forward. 
Contact: John Burg 348-8300 

CITY PLANNING: 

Zoning Code Revisions 
The City is going through the process of redoing the zoning code, which involves revising 

the categories, and eventually remapping the city into the new zones, and releasing a detailed text 
of the new zoning code. The zoning code controls land use, densities, height, bulk, setbacks, 
signs, etc. It will, therefore, overlap with the development guidelines that come out of the 
Hennepin A venue project. The consultant will be picking up some of that work, and City 
Planning will be doing some of it also. We will need to figure out and define that relationship 
and the work responsibilities. 

The city has a Zoning Advisory Committee composed of council members and members 
of the community. The Planning staff presents aspects of the zoning code to that committee. 
The city is divided into four quadrants (N, S, E, W, and NE, SE, etc.) in order to land use 
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sector studies and examine land use issues. Essentially the Planning staff proposes a plan for 
land use and drafts zoning for it. The Zoning Advisory Committee reviews the plans and 
comments, and then the proposed changes are presented to the public for comments and review. 
Timeline: This is an ongoing project for the next year or more. Presentations to the SW 
neighborhoods will probably be in Fall of 1995. Work from the Hennepin Avenue project will 
need to be incorporated into the process where it affects zoning and development guidelines. 
Contact: Rick Johnson 673-2359 

OTHER GROUPS: 

Busline Amenities Corridor 
A joint project with Mary Vogel at the University as principal investigator and Roger 

Martin of Martin and Pitz assistant investigator. The focus is busroute 6 from the University to 
Southdale, which includes Hennepin Avenue from the Basilica to 36th Streets. The key issues 
are developing effective pedestrian place to facilitate walking and bus use along the corridor, and 
circulation of bus traffic. The goal is to increase pedestrian and bus use in the corridor area, and 
create people-places along the route. The principle behind the study is to identify what types of 
amenities function well on a bus corridor as people places, and what could enhance further 
pedestrian use. The group is studying strategies such as dressed windows, plantings, signage, 
lighting, ornamental fencing, and separating parking/auto traffic from pedestrian spaces. The 
investigators see the work of this (Hennepin Avenue) Task Force as a logical extension of their 
work. 
Timeline: the study has a deadline of September 15. 
Contact: Mary Vogel 626-7417, Roger Martin 871-0568 

Citizens for Loring Park 
There are two issues relevant: improvements to the park, and bicycle routes. 
Loring Park: Jeff Schoenbower at Brower and Associates (Edina) is working on this 

project, which will officially start late in August. The goal is to puli together some design issues 
for a plan to improve the park. The realignment of Hennepin (see separate section) is expected 
to impact the design process, so while Public Works has a set plan, they recognize that the 
Loring neighborhood may wish to fund some further streetscape/park improvements. 
Timeline: start some construction by Spring 1995, after design process finishes in mid
December, followed by development and implementation documents in the winter months. 
Contact: Jeff Schoenbower 832-9475, Robert Thompson 673-9518 

Bike Routes (with City Transportation department): Doing a study on the Park and 
Hennepin nearby focussing on how people use the area for bicycle transportation. Looking at 
bike routes on existing streets in the neighborhood, including Hennepin (formal and functional 
bi.ke routes). 
Timeline: hope to complete study by late Fall. 
Contact: Robert Thompson 673-9518 

Midtown Greenway 
An ad-hoc group of citizens working to develop a bicycle Greenway parallel to Lake 
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Street (along the railroad corridor). The idea is to build off of existing trails along the Lakes 
and the River. A grassroots planning process is ongoing, and the group is doing tours to identify 
suitable on-street feeder routes for the Greenway. They have applied for funding for fiscal year 
1996, and should know soon if the funding is approved. The funding body is the federal IST 
(Inter-Modal Standard Transportation, for non-motorized transport), through the Metropolitan 
Council. 

The applicable connections to Hennepin A venue: the Greenway crosses Hennepin near 
29th Street along the Railroad, and would need a ramp for access on and off of Hennepin. The 
Greenway committee would like the bridges across the corridor to tell the riders below something 
about the street above them. The Hennepin crossing over the rail corridor between 28th and 29th 
Streets would be such a location. The group would also like to get dedicated bike lanes on less 
busy streets which would interact with the Greenway and facilitate bicycle travel while separating 
auto and bicycle traffic. They are looking at Aldrich and Pleasant Avenues as alternative routes 
near Hennepin, and will need to think about how these will connect to Hennepin. The areas near 
the Greenway will need appropriate signage to alert people of its existence, and also signs to 
warn cyclists as they emerge from the Greenway to walk their bikes along pedestrian routes, and 
to areas where cyclists have priority lanes. 
Timeline: The future of the project will be clarified once the funding decision has been made. 
Contact: George Puzak 374-3624, Katy Rackdahl 874-0451 (chair) 
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INTERVIEWS WITH REAL ESTATE EXPERTS 

Stuart Ackerberg: Commercial Real Estate Developer (The Ackerberg Group) 

Historical Connection 
Mr. Ackerberg's links to Hennepin date back to his childhood in the neighborhood, and 

his father's real estate company started in Uptown. The company headquarters is in the Rainbow 
building on the northwest corner of Hennepin and Lake. When the company first bought the 
building in Uptown, the area was considered blighted. 

Market Area 
The Uptown area has always been a strong traffic area, first because of the intersection 

of streetcar lines going south and west to the suburbs, and second because of the amenity of the 
lakes. Both of these factors made the area vibrant, and the shift to auto use has not change the 
importance of the Hennepin and Lake intersection as a vibrant thoroughfare. 

Twenty years ago, the Uptown area was not much more than a neighborhood commercial 
area, and focussed on the surrounding community. It served the nearby residents, but other than 
the Rainbow Restaurant, the area did not draw in customers from outside, particularly not from 
the suburbs as it does now. Currently Hennepin and Lake is a major intersection that serves a 
broad community. People drive through Uptown in order to get to other places in Minneapolis, 
and 28th and 26th Streets are also major thoroughfares. But people come here as a destination 
as well. 

The presence of a vibrant and funky commercial district and the Lakes nearby will 
continue to make this a healthy area. Every city has a funky, eclectic community, and Uptown 
is Minneapolis'. Other, similar places in other cities include Grand Avenue in St. Paul, Melrose 
in L.A., Soho in New York and London, etc. It's an urban, fun, energetic place. Uptown 
should always have its unique draw, even if other areas in the southwest suburbs (such .is St. 
Louis Park) mature in similar directions. 

Aesthetic Issues 
We have learned from the neighborhoods in this area that an urban feel is important to 

the vitality of Hennepin and Uptown. But there are some areas that conflict and impede with 
the urban fabric: 

The (West High) Apartments are a good use but not very architecturally vibrant. The 
new Walker library is a major disappointment. It takes a significant corner out of the 
marketplace without providing a fun and vibrant use. It is a blighted area in Uptown. 

Development Issues 
Uptown and Hennepin A venue generally face several issues that may impede continued 

development, or cause decline in commercial vitality: 
1) An inherent component of a successful product in this auto era is that it must have 
parking. There isn't a lot of parking in Uptown or along other parts of Hennepin 
(particularly from 28th to Franklin). Developers must use existing buildings with 
grandfathered parking rights if they have a project that will need parking. The 
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requirements for parking limit architectural creativity. The new Perkins, for example, 
will have a lot of empty space around it for parking. It is nice to have a building up 
against the street, but the parking lots around Perkins, Taco Cabana, Best Buy, etc. are 
all needed in that area. So there's a lot of pavement. 

Hennepin is one of the strongest areas in the city for having an urban feel, and we need 
to promote that instead of forcing so much parking in the area. That requires alternative 
transit, such as car barns, streetcars, electric busses, whatever. I believe that because the 
urban fabric here is part of the experience, people would be willing to park off site and 
ride a trolley in, for example. I would do it. 

2) Hennepin has had very little new housing growth in the last twenty years (see 
interview with Tom Melchior for more on housing markets). The West High site is the 
only major new apartment development, and little investment is going into existing older 
buildings (which don't comply with ADA --Americans with Disability Act). Hennepin 
needs new housing or redeveloped housing, or it will not have enough of a local market, 
with too many of the customers needing to drive into the area. This is a great location 
for housing but the economics of putting it here don't work. The city would need to 
help. The housing should be mixed income but all contemporary in terms of amenities. 

3) It is hard to define what is appropriate development for Hennepin. People say they 
like the urban fabric, but it's hard to define exactly what that is. We need multi-story 
buildings in some areas, in order to maintain the character of this area. 

Development Guidelines? 
If people want to develop in Uptown or on Hennepin, we should have some specific 

requirements about what they need to do for the urban fabric. For example, we could require 
that a certain amount be spent on art, to help renovate housing, or for new amenities, like parks. 
When the movie theater proposal came in, someone should have said great, but you have to 
spend some money on art as part of the project. It wouldn't be outrageous, just something to 
help the area improve aesthetically. It wouldn't have to be at the same site necessarily, just in 
the area. It would just be part of the cost of doing development. 

A problem is that people develop for profit, and they have the choice of doing it in 
Minneapolis, --which is difficult at every step-- or to go to the suburbs, where the municipalities 
make it very easy. Minneapolis needs a program to make coming into the city worthwhile. 

Land Use 
-The stretch of Hennepin A venue from the Basilica to 36th has different character and 

market niches along the street. Mr. Ackerberg started at the Basilica and described major 
features and health of Hennepin at different points. 

-At the Basilica and Loring Park area, there's a great market niche that is maxed out. 
Without parking in that area, no more footage can be developed. It is a great site, with the park, 
lake, sculpture garden. 
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-Alliance Insurance to Franklin is sort of a funny mix, no particular market niche. 
-At Franklin is a great neighborhood corner. Almost no parking, but that isn't a 

problem. 
-South of Franklin, the east side of Hennepin has a problem with all the one-way 

streets that jut off the Avenue. It's hard to attract (commercial) tenants to the corner buildings, 
because access is terrible. This is a real problem. 

-The west side of Hennepin south of Franklin is better off. Sidney's is a nice 
development, the area has a good neighborhood feel with Blackberry Creek (now D' Amico's). 
A funny mix develops with customer markets along here. The Formalwear shop, as an example, 
is probably not used by a lot of people who live directly in the area. 

-In general along Hennepin from Franklin to 28th there is a solid market but many of 
the buildings are in bad shape. It isn't possible to intensify the use of buildings because of limits 
on parking availability. 

-A lot of developments along here, such as the restaurants (Burger King, Embers) 
probably serve the commuter market more than the neighborhoods. Some successful operations -
-Dudley Riggs a good example-- have limited expansion opportunities because of the parking 
requirements. They will have to relocate if they want to expand, I expect. 

-The area at 28th and Hennepin is pretty solid, with a great mix of businesses to serve 
the neighborhoods. The high rise and the Y could fit into the area better, particularly the Y 
parking ramp. It is an asset that is only available to the Y users, and is an eyesore on the street. 

-Walker Library is a disappointment. Part of the problem is the parking they needed 
to provide, because they had no variance for the site. 

-The Uptown area has some uncertainties, including the old Pam Sherman site. The area 
needs some renovations. 

-Beyond 31st, there are quasi-commercial pockets in a predominantly residential area. 
The doctors' offices are a good neighborhood amenity. 

-At 34th, the new Dunn's looks great. It is unclear what will happen at 35th, where 
there was a fire in a commercial building. This area in general will never have the commercial 
development of Hennepin to the north ( of 31st). It general it has and should have some 
supporting services for the residents. 

Rental Rates 
In the 1970s the rates were very low. Now they have been pushed out, particularly when 

you can offer a first class building (completely renovated inside). High rents in Uptown can 
extend north as far as 26th, as long as the property is in excellent shape. 

General Trends and Conclusion 
The areas east of Hennepin will start to fill in, as they have been doing. The area along 

Lake to Lyndale, in particular, needs some building renovations. It should be filled in down to 
Emerson, in order to unite the two nodes. Lyn-Lake is developing an artsy feel and function, 

/ which could transition well to Uptown along Lake. . 
The major dynamic going on along Hennepin is the limits to growth, both in terms of 

parking and in terms of Uptown specifically. The Uptown Business Association has a verY 
limited view of Uptown (31st to 28th, Irving to Dupont) and that limits the opportunities for 
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merchant participation and cooperation in development and revitalization efforts. 
A caveat when talking about market areas and land value: there is no land to buy, for the 

most part, on Hennepin. So no one really looks at land value. Buildings can't be tom down 
because the grandfathered parking would be lost. So building prices are the key variable, and 
they are very erratic depending upon grandfathered parking. 

It is clear that we need to foster a neighborhood urban fabric in this area. It is possible 
to promote it, but we need to figure out an alternative to the parking problem, and encourage 
intensity of uses along Hennepin. To really make it work, we would probably need car barns, 
and to develop some funky public transit to fit into the feel of Hennepin . 
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Richard D' Amico: D' Amico Group. including D' Amico's on Hennepin 

D' Amico's on Hennepin just opened in June 1994, and joins four D' Amico 
operations downtown and one in Linden Hills. Some of the company's catering comes 
from downtown, and some from Hennepin. 

Market and Location 
D •Amico• s expanded to 22nd and Hennepin because they were looking for an area 

where to expand other than downtown, where they already have four food service 
operations. A demographic study on Hennepin showed that the area has good densities 
and good quality clients, and with the limited amount of parking available, the high foot 
traffic was important. The site is close to downtown, and Mr. D' Amico has been 
interested in the property for more than ten years. 

The significant portion of D' Amico's market comes from the surrounding 
neighborhoods. On weekends more of the customers are drawn from elsewhere, but 
mostly the restaurant serves the neighborhood. When people are from elsewhere, the 
draw is less from the southwest suburbs than from St. Paul. D' Amico's goal is to be a 
neighborhood operation, not a destination. They expect eventually to serve other 
neighborhoods with their own locations, rather than pull them onto Hennepin from a large 
area. 

Commercial Development and Guidelines 
Growth and Change 

Over the past fifteen years, the biggest change on Hennepin has been the increase in 
Chains (franchise operations). People can certainly get gas and videos on Hennepin, although 
hopefully the market will determine if there has been too much of that kind of development. 
There is also not a lot of room left for big chains to come in. It is likely that more restaurants 
will try to open. 

D' Amico sees Uptown as a crucial element in future commercial development all along 
Hennepin. Uptown fuels growth along Hennepin to the north and south (of Lake), and the 
customer market being served by Uptown crosses over to the areas north of Lake street on 
Hennepin. The chains that are coming into the area, however, threaten the character of the area 
and its appeal. If too many changes come in, then Hennepin will just be a mall spread over ten 
blocks. It is important that this area of Hennepin A venue serve the needs of the surrounding 
,communities, on both sides of the street and interesting enough to keep people from their cars 
and the malls. Diversity and quality of services are therefore important. If it is easier for 
someone in the surrounding neighborhoods to drive to Southdale rather than to go five or six 
blocks to Hennepin, then something is wrong with the area. 

qevelopment Controls 
/ It will be crucial to have some plan and control over development designs, because 
how things look in the long run will say more about the area over time. Businesses 
turnover but buildings tend to stick around. Some architectural controls I would suggest is 
to ban backlit awnings. They don't fit the character of the area. It is impossible to tell property 
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owners what kind of tenants (types of businesses) they can rent to, but we can talk about design 
profiles and standards for the buildings. 

::o This building is one that many neighborhood residents seem to like. It was a beautiful 
es building to start with, and part of our product is the design of our facilities. We spend more up 

front but it is worth it. In terms of strong architectural programs with commercial development, 
I think Yorkville in Toronto is an excellent example. They combined residential and commercial 
uses in probably the best example of such development in North America. 
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Traffic and Parking 
Parking is the major problem we have on Hennepin. We are lucky at D'Amico's, 

because we have enough with our lot. But the staff has to park elsewhere. That can be a 
problem. Our pastry staff is mostly female, and they come in at four in the morning. They 
were parking just on 22nd by the comer, but then the neighborhood people nearby asked that 
they not park there. I want my female staff especially to have a place to park that is safe and 
close to walk to. We have neighborhoods and businesses competing with each other instead of 
working together for a solution. 

We could start by setting patterns to limit suburban cut-throughs --cut out some left hand 
turns in the neighborhoods, and force that traffic onto Hennepin. It's a commercial street and 
should carry that type of traffic. East Isles has been working on strategies to redirect traffic 
from the neighborhood. I think in general the businesses on Hennepin would like greater traffic 
on Hennepin, because then the businesses get more drop-in traffic. Then business is healthier 
and that is better for the residential areas around them. 

It would be nice if it were easier to walk on Hennepin, rather than having to cross so 
many streets. That's also important for bikes and rollerblades. 

.Comments about Hennepin's Character 
Hennepin is a commercial street and will stay that way. Residents need to remember that 

the commercial health and growth on Hennepin benefits them, because commercial property 
helps to keep residential tax rates down, or at least lower than they would be without the 
commercial property. We need to find ways to ameliorate the parking situation while 
encouraging auto traffic onto Hennepin and out of the neighborhoods. 
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Tom Melchior; Director of Research, Maxfield and Associates. 

Maxfield and Associates are a housing research firm, so I spoke with Mr. Melchior about 
the housing markets along Hennepin and what he expects the future to hold for that area in terms 
of residential patterns. 

Overall Description and History 
The area along Hennepin is a high amenity district, and it has been an important 

commercial area for some time (stretching back to the streetcar era). The variety of shopping, 
restaurants, and other attractions brings in people ranging from young grunge types to yuppies 
to seniors. 

The trend along Hennepin is a high demand for housing. In the 1980s, there were a lot 
of proposals for high rises and mid-rises around Lake and Hennepin, in particular. These were 
strongly opposed by neighborhood residents, who feared the loss of the community feel on 
Hennepin. 

For most of Hennepin A venue, housing is not physically on the A venue and is not an 
appropriate land use given the mix of commercial and especially auto-oriented kinds of uses. 
The focus on the housing market, therefore, is really on the adjacent neighborhoods. Those 
areas will continue to attract a diversity of household types and ages, because of the diversity of 
housing stock available. More of the rental units are close to Hennepin or Lake street, of 
course, to be close to amenities. There is still an important level of pedestrian activity and 
public transit use among people living close to Hennepin. The farther from Hennepin, the lower 
the housing density, and in general the greater the auto-orientation of residents. 

Housin~ Types 
Lowry Hill and East Isles have high-income housing and households, then there is a mix 

of older apartment buildings and some newer buildings from the 1960s and 70s in the Wedge 
(Lowry Hill East) area. The latter housing provides for mostly moderate and lower income 
households, especially younger people. This is true for most of the neighborhoods on Hennepin, 
although East Isles and ECCO both have less of the lower value rental housing in their areas. 

Market Demand 
The demand for housing --particularly rental-- is strongest from Uptown to 27th or 26th, 

but farther up Hennepin it is not a node so much as a commercial stretch. It is less pedestrian 
friendly as a result, and farther from the amenity of the lakes. While more rental units are 
probably available in the area north of 26th, the demand for such units is not as high. The 
demand for housing --owner occupied-- in the area between 26th and Franklin, however, is quite 
high on either side of Hennepin. 

The condition of many of the buildings along Hennepin and just off of it is not clear. 
Certainly for the units on Hennepin, the demand is weaker because of high levels of noise, 
/ 

traffic, etc. 

Demographic Profile 
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Renters: they are usually younger, with mobility as a primary need in housing. Many 
renters are into their thirties, but they are still concerned about mobility, even if they have the 

ut means to purchase a home. They live near Uptown for the amenities. Some of the rental 
ns property near Lake Calhoun, including some of the duplexes, are quite expensive per month (ca 

$1500/mo). In general most of the renters represent moderate incomes, single-person 
households. 

nt Owners: Usually families, especially couples, with and without children. A lot of them 
g, are former renters in the area who then purchase single family homes. There is a large base of 
es seniors, although it is declining due to aging and dying. A lot of seniors purchase or rent 

apartments after leaving their homes in the area. 
lot 
:re Overall, families with children are a smaller group than one would expect to find in the 
on neighborhoods along Hennepin. If they can afford the nice homes on the west side of Hennepin, 

for example, they can also afford the suburbs. Many people do go to the suburbs because of the 
an schools. 
!S. 

1se Rental Property 
of Rates and Patterns 
of Mixed use along Hennepin is important because of the access to services it provides. 
nd Most renters have low or moderate incomes, and seek access to mass transit and services. The 
,er relationship of the bus to Hennepin A venue is similar to that of the streetcar in the past, and 

walking to convenience shopping is still an important activity. High density housing along 
Hennepin or just off of it is appropriate with current mixed-use patterns and public transportation 
use. 

1ix The area along Hennepin will always have rental units that appeal to people seeking 
lge mobility. In the Uptown area it is possible to get a nice one bedroom apartment for about 
rne S450/month, compared to a minimum of $650 in a downtown highrise. 
in, 
lS. Market 

There is a market all along Hennepin for rental units, but many buildings are too old to 
offer amenities that people look for. There is some senior-specific housing, such as The 

th, Kenwood, Kenwood-Isles, Walker Treetops. These buildings serve senior who live 
ian independently. Not all of the nicer apartment buildings are for seniors, but they all tend to 
rre attract older residents because they are more expensive. The rents for a nice apartment with 
"he modem amenities are about $1 /sq. foot. It is the nature of the costs of that type of development. 
lite 

Turnovers 
ar. Apartment managers like older residents because they don't move as much as young 
se, people. The turnover rate for a senior building is about 20% per year, for a regular building 

about 50% per year, and that means the other 50% are the older tenants. Among renters under 
age 35, turnover rates are close to 80%. 

Issues and Problems 
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The last money property owners spend on rental property is on maintenance. There are 
too many other expenses that must be covered first. In Minnesota, renters as an aggregate group 
pay more in taxes than homeowners. Property owners have a high tax burden because of the 
rental markets and tax system. Taxes take about twenty to twenty-five percent of rent. Without 
more money for maintenance, deterioration occurs, and old buildings especially decline in 
quality. As that happens, the quality of tenants goes down because demand for those units is not 
high among many tenants who can afford better. The pattern occurs in many places, but it is 
currently not a factor on Hennepin, because of the high quality that comes with units in a high 
amenity area. Generally speaking, apartments on Hennepin still command high rents. In the 
Wedge area, however, there are newer buildings that were built rather cheaply in the 1960s and 
70s. These are less attractive and may have more problems with decline. This should be a real 
concern over the next ten to twenty years. There is a potential in the southwest neighborhoods 
that deterioration of rental property will lead to a decline in the tenant base. 

Potential 
The area has the capacity for much higher density living than it has now. A high- or 

mid-rise residential building would do well in the Uptown area. It would fill up, and meet its 
projected market, but the neighborhoods in that area wouldn't permit such a development to be 
built. It is not a good or bad thing, it is just the nature of the area and the people who live 
there. 

Currently Uptown is so saturated that there is no vacant land for a new housing 
development anyway. A more likely area is in the northwest comer of Calhoun, where there are 
empty lots. 

Home Ownership 
Trends 

The ownership market on the west side of Hennepin has remained really strong. The 
Calhoun-Isles district, in particular, benefits from so many of its houses being upper market, 
with big lots, big homes, and close to the lakes. Statistically these homes have helped maintain 
the image of smaller houses in the area that are valued at less than $100,000 and haven't 
increased much over the years. 

On the east side, homeowners have renovated and improved their properties in the wedge 
area, especially north of 26th Street. The renovations have kept the traditional architecture of 
many homes. In the areas closer to Lake Street, it has been harder to keep those homes up, in 
part because of trends along Lake. There is some transition going on along Lake that points to 
improvements. The Bryant-Lake Bowl is an example. The decline that occurred around Lake 
and Lyndale over the last 20 years affected the areas near Lake west towards Hennepin. The 
Lyn/Lake community is starting to stabilize, what happens next there will continue to affect 
housing markets on the east side of Hennepin. One advantage of what has occurred there is that 

/housing became more affordable on the east side of Hennepin, which allowed more people to 
buy homes in the area. 

Suggestions for the Future 
Property Maintenance 
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tre The best thing that people can do to encourage investment in housing is to provide grants 
up and low interest loans for property upgrades, both for appearances and physical safety. The most 
he important area to affect is low and moderate income people. Rental property should be included. 
)Ut 
in Commercial Growth 

iot Hennepin is a commercial area that clearly has a regional draw. This broad appeal makes 
: is it a very healthy area economically, but the traffic, noise, etc. that are associated with 
igh commercial health are detrimental to what neighborhood residents want and like about the area. 
the The key is to seek a middle ground, and to acknowledge that development may occur, but it can 
lild be done creatively and successfully. The community needs to articulate and implement 
eal enforceable design standards. 
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LOCAL NEWSPAPER CONTACTS 

Southwest Journal 
Coverage includes all seven neighborhoods in the Task Force, although each also has its own 
community paper. A section in the paper is dedicated to community meeting announcements. 
Contact: 922-6263 

East Calhoun News 
Serves ECCO and CARAG. Each edition includes a summary of Board and NRP activities for 
ECCO and CARAG. Usually ECCO Board summary includes a mention of the Hennepin Task 
Force through Chris Fischer's reports, although meetings have not been advertised to date. 
Editor interviewed Deborah Martin in August; expected a story in September issue. Perhaps 
October?. 
Contact: Dean Seal 823-1773 

Hill and Lake Press 
Serves Lowry Hill, CIDNA, East Isles. 
Contact: Laurie Johnson 374-2701 

The Wed~e Press 
Serves Lowry Hill East. LHENA prefers this paper to the Southwest Journal because it is 
devoted to Lowry Hill East issues. An important place to advertise in order to reach Wedge 
residents. 
Contact: Jenny Roddick 874-7041. 

/ 
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MEETING LOCATIONS: A RESOURCE LIST 

Place Address (:Qntact PhQne Notes 
wn 
Lts. Blake School 511 Kenwood Pkwy Pat 938-1936 must request by mail, 

Stockhouse variety of rooms 

Grace Trinity Ch. 1430 W. 28th St. 872-8266 Tues eves. be.s1-, no space 
for avail ti1 after 11/1 

ask 
tte. Hennepin Methodist 511 Groveland Pl. Gary 871-5303 fee of $300/use 
aps 

Jefferson School 1200 W. 26th St. 627-3193 space avail. in sch. yr. 
627-3203 

Jones-Harrison Res. 3700 Cedar Lake Av Deb Folkum 920-2030 close at 9 p.m. 

The Kenwood 825 Summit Ave. Sue Ferguson 374-8150 very helpful, 
multiple rooms 

tis Kenwood Rec. Ctr. 2101 Franklin W. 348-8955 a few weeks notice reg. 
ige 

St. Mark's Epis. Ch. 519 Oak Grove Paula 870-7800 be.q through Loring Parle 
policy re space unclear 

St. Mary's Greek 3450 Irving Av. S. 825-9595 lg mtg rm; ECCO uses 
Orthodox Church 

St. Paul's Epis. Ch. 1917 Logan Ave. S. Jean 377-1273 a donation requested 
sm and lg spaces avail. 

Temple Israel 2324 Emerson Jill Sigmund 377-8680 not available Thurs, Fri, 
Sat eves. 

Walker Library 2880 Hennepin Gary Cooper 823-8688 booked Thurs eves. Sm 
and lg meeting rooms 

The Walker Art Ctr. 725 Vineland Pl. John Lyndell 375-7600 lecture and conference 
rms; month's notice or 
more b/c of availability 
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LAND USE AND PROPERTY DATA 

The following nine pages contain information in a spreadsheet format on land use and 
property. The data was obtained from Polk's Reverse Directory for 1993-4, and from the 
Hennepin County Tax Records. 

Elements in the Spreadsheet with Explanation, if needed: 

The information is based on the Property Identification number, or PID. In many cases 
a PID includes more than one address, building, and land use type. The tax information does 
not always specify which use is primary, or which building is listed in the case of multiple 
building parcels. (The PID is all numeric: the PIDs beginning with what looks like an "O" in 
the spreadsheet is in fact meant to be a zero). A second document provided by the Planning 
Department and contained in Appendix A provides a list of property owners by PIO. This can 
be used in conjunction with the information in the spreadsheet. This second document was the 
base of this research, in terms of providing the PIO numbers for property on Hennepin. 

Address 
Each PID has an address or address range associated with it. Not all addresses that exist 

on the street or in a reverse directory seem to have a PID associated, so in some cases addresses 
are listed that do not seem to have a PIO attached. 

Use or Occupant 
. When part of an address range, some uses are preceded by their address. Some uses tied 

to a address do not fall into a PIO range, eg see page one of the spreadsheet, address # 2004, 
use Terrace Hair Design. This occupant does not have a PIO number from the list provided by 
the Planning Department, which formed the basis of the survey. Not all uses have been field~ 
checked, so some changes may have occurred. 

Use Codes: Tax ID 
The Tax Assessor's database uses a three letter code to denote land use. In general each 

has an explanation with it. Some abbreviations: 
VPK = parking lot/miscellaneous building 

· . CRS = small retail 
CRM = retail, multi-unit 
CAT = vehicles -equipment, repair and maintenance 
Al R = 4 or more multi-family and rooms 
M2F = two family converted single family dwelling 
M3M = multi-family and rooms 

/RIA = single family dwelling 
RIK = single family dwelling with tuck-under garage 
ret = retail, apt = apartment 
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Age of Building 
This and other building information was given for every PIO except for parking lots, for 

nd obvious reasons. 
he 

It of Stories 
As reported in the Tax information; this does not include any floors below ground. 

Exterior Wall Materials 
The Tax Assessor's database includes this information, with up to two "primary" wall 

ieS materials listed. ( cblk is an abbreviation for cinderblock). 
>eS 
ple Total EMV 
in The total estimated land value for 1995, with building and land assessments added 

ing together. In some cases, a PIO includes more than one building or use code that then receive 
:an different tax valuations. I have included the codes that delimit uses. A rough guide is as 
the follows: 

R = residential, homesteaded (owner-occupied); or residential upper story (?) 
C = commercial 
CC= commercial 

dst DB= duplex or multiple (second) dwelling; not homesteaded (rented) 
ses A = residential, apartments (rented) 

Land Area 
In total square feet. 

jed 
04, GBA 
. by Gross building area, in square feet. Includes multiple stories (and does not, therefore, 
!Id~ give an indication of how much of the land area the building occupies). 

acb 
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propertyinfo 

,~ HENNEPIN AVENUE PROPERTY INFORMATION 
ApDRE&S. usE oR occuPANT i usE coDEs: AGE OF: ~ .. 9J ~R,oR-···~-· ,=o.f.A~ E~v -LAND ··· · ~-g~·· 

(Hl=NN AV) FROM POLK'S REVSE DIR I TAX ID ~ ~ Y,.,ALL MATLS . ½~D+BL~ .. t-B~~ . . §9EL 
~.~Q~ ~2~440267 . 19-34-:.42. 19~4 ~owry's R~staurant COS store/office 191 3 . -~ ~rigk_·-·---+-·-1?.~9Q.Q _!Q.~7~ .?.~~.~Q 
·--····--· .. ·········-·-· .. -··----·- 19.49.l;>?ln~e.C(2mpariy .... ···- ····-- --··-----+-----~----··•· -·--

Ethnic Dance Theater ··--------------·--•- - . _._ ____________ - --··-- - _,_ __________ --------- ------ ----··---1-----1--

·----··•---········-·- ---·--- .19-1~. ~1:l!~h.Pn?tr.'!'a~y. __ - ----·-------· -------------· ----···+--------+-----.+--

·--·•·-········ ··-·-·-,----- ~Q9.1 Te~rag~ H_air Design .. . . .. . . .. . .... _ .. ···- ····- ·--··- ------·--·· 
201 O Favorite Scale Co. 

------·------ ----- - -- - -------- ····------------- -- - - ·- . - ---- - ---------------- ---------- ----------···------------· -------------------·-- ----------- ·- ·-------·---

~~02924.11.0084 ..£013-21 .. 2013 Kenwood .Laundry··· CFS.bar/food_. __ . 1926. 1.cinderblock __ 310000 13560 10485 

-··--········· ···- .. -··· .. 20~1 Lyle's Tavern 
Minestone Growth Fund 
MN Mental Health Assn 

·······-····-·· ·············--·· ·---··!------ f-------1-·---·· · ··---1 

- -- ·--·---· - --- -· --··----- ------ ,------•------- --------------- ------ -----

--- •···---·-

3302924110003 2100 262000 32770 na VPK park lot misc 
1 2101 Ofce-Real Est. Mgmt 

----·------------ -- - . t ' ------·-- ----· --- ------------- ------ ·---------· ---------

iv ~~92~?4:1).9085 2107 jLucerne Apartments jA16 apt 6 unit up . 1 ~1 ~ .. 5:.? b!i.ck -~.~§QQQ __§~Q.Q J~.6-!Q 
~ ~3Q2~?4 ~ 1 Q004 2112 TwentyOneTwelve Design !CRS sm retail .. .. 194_() ·- 1 stucco, brick 360000 9570 12122 

~~02~_?~1 .. 1.Q!l-9~ ---~)29 . Sid!l~y's Restaurant lc;F!3 bar/fa(!_~~----···-~.~.§ __ J. wood, cdrblk 550000 1305~. ~~·4~2~ 
;!~Q~~g_~ 1.1.Q.0~~ .. _?12J .... Mozal~ Apart.ments. A 16 apt. 6 1:1nit_1:1P. __ 1_~1.~ _.-1~~ brick 410000 5~QQ .gQ~.Z.~ 

2200 Tao Natural Foods ----·-·--·· ·-··•···---···· .. . ...... ....... . .. . . - ------------ -t----f---+------1-------+------- -----------

;!~9_2_~?41 J 0089 .... .. ??0 1 -· Chi~ocenter Minneapolis CCL clinic 1901 3 metal 
-------- ------- --··-------- --------·----- -------------

135000 5510 2544 
2204 Restore the Earth 

... ·- ... ·-· ·- . - -···•··----· ·--·---+--·-------- ---- - . --·--
3302924120189 2210 D'Amico's Restaurant 
------------- -- ·--·- - -- - --------- ----------

CRS sm retail 1930 2 brick, stone 
- -- - ---- - ----------- -~--- ----t-----

295000 13230 10055 
.33029241201_85._2212. Kenwood Crossing Mall .. _ CRM ret mull unit 1985 1 brick 1100000 33436 21245 

- . - -- -- - ----·----·· --·- ------------ -·-·f--------1------•---

Leann Chin 
----··---· ----··------------- --------- ------- - ·------------------ --·-- --·--------- ---------·-- -----·-··-t---+---------t-----+------ ----• 

2214 D Richard Salon 
1---- ···-·------····· -·-····-·--· ... - - .. -----· --- -----------·-- --~---- ---~ --·----,----·-· ·---··f-----1 

2224 Techline Furniture 
-----··------------------ ---- -----·------------ -- . -- - . ·- ----- --- ----·-·-- ··---·--·------ ------------~------- ----------- ---------

2226 Pack and Post 
------t·······. ··- - .•.. . .. . ... - .. ··-··-····· -·····-···-·· ·--·!---··-- f-------+---·•. ·····--· 

-----········ .. _ ... ··-. ·-•·-•• g2~8 Spec5- ..... . --- --------. ·-------- --------!----·· --1-----

···--··--·······- .... ··-·-·-· 2g30 Goph~r Photo --------------· --------- ----·-··--- ·---·---1----·- ---
2232 ADT Dental - --~------- ---- -------···----- ·- . - -- --- ----- ··- ··-- ·-------- -------· -- --·----------- ------------- -----· ---

.~~Q~~~~.!~ QJ .1.~ -·· ?~9.°-._. Hennepin Plaza Mall. CRMrnt .. mult.unit_ ._1_§)~_§) ·-·· 1 cinderblock . ·-~Q.QQ0 .. !.,gigg .. .'!~g~ 

.~~-~?~~-~~ ~Q.1.?.I! _?~Q~~?~ .. ~~Q9. C~rtified. A.uto Body, <2R~ ret~.il ~ __ c1et~ .. __ ).~JQ .. _1. ~ric.~ ____ CC~§50Q9- _!_9~5~ .1.!.7-.?.~ 
'--·- -··· --- -- ·,-· ·--·--\\~i\~s.A~~~l\!:~~ity \. -··· -·--··-··--·-,----,--- ,· '/\.:_l~§QQQ,--·· - ,--·---- .. , 

--------- -·- -------·---- ---

I . ···- ... I /2323 Audio Video TV ~vr:R 

properry/nro 



\ ----------------\ \---\-
properly/n.ro 

_____ _ -----------l ------- __ (;_2323 Auciio_Video_ TV svcr __ _ 
__ ___ _ _ __ _ ___ _ _ _ _ 2325 Stereo/and TV rpr 

!- _{_ ___ J ___ _ ! ____ / ______ ~! ___ , 

2329 Ribizza Inc Aeslrnl 
3302924120113 2330 

- . --· -- . --·-- - - . 

3302924130105 2400-06 2400 Sudz Hair Salon 
·-- - -- .... - - - . 

__________ 24Q1_AI'~ Floor Covering 
__ _ _ _ _ 2406 Al's Foor (Storage) 

~-~-Q-~~~~ !~_Q1_1Q _ __ ?_1_Q1 __ Rapid_Oil Change ______ _ 
3302924130119 2405 _ Yia'~ __ '{intag~ 1./vear 

2407 Koehler's & Dramm 
------ --------- -- - ---- -- -- . -- - - -- - . --

3302924130106 2408-10 2408 Alt. Bike and Board 
_______ _ __ ____ _ ____________ g1_1-Q_~ltE:lr11~tJ1JE! _Bike rpr 
3302924130118 2409-11 2409 National Karate 
~----------·-· ·-· ·- .. -- . - --- -- --- -

2411 Matin Vietnamese R 
- --· -··---·-- ·-- - . - - ---
3302924130040 2412 
------------- ---- - -

~ 3302924130042 2414-16 2414 Uptown Video 
-\J 3302924130201-- 2418 

------------------ - -

____________________ 2-~29_Mpls Floral Co __ 
2422 Mueller Inc 

-------------·--- ----------·--· --·•----- -·- ---·--·- ·- - . -- - - - --

2426 Clark Sub Sandwich 

VPP park~ & plgrd 
COS store/office 1912 

59000 11830 na 
- ------ --·-- ---------·-- ------- -- --·----- .. ------- - - -· -- ------- --

2 brick 135000 3450 9864 

- - ----·-----------1-----1---------- ... - ----- ------•· 

g~ T_ y~h_ eqprp~ _____ 1 _~ !5 !5 __ j_ 9!r19~rplQ~k na na na 
CRS sm retail 1 ~?~ _____ 2 stucco, brick CC: 120000 -~9_1<:! --~?_IQ 

A: 90000 - -------- ----- ---------- ---------------· --------- --------+------------------ -------- -- - --·- ----- -
CRs sm retail 1 91 5 1 brick 80000 3600 6166 
--- ------------------------------------I- ----

----·- ~-- -- ------·· --·- ·---·---- ------------ ---- -------t--------- --- ----·---
CRS sm retail 1922 1 cdrblk, brick 145000 6710 5978 

·---·--------- ------t---~------+--- -----•---- --------

- - - --- . --·--------- -------- ·--·-----------·- -----·----• ··- ·--·-

CRS sm rel: same bl~g_ cc1s_ #~49E3~19 ________ , _____ ~~Q_00 --~_l_gQ _____ n~ 
CRS sm retail 1952 ___ 1_ cdrblk, brick 1 0000Q__5~_!!Q _1?_?_Q 
CRS sm retail na na na 365000 11701 multi-

- --

- --- ---·----·---- ----1 
bldg 

________________ ---+-----1---------+-----+----- __ parcel 

--------- -----------·--- -------------- - ---- -- - -- ------------------------ ----"----------------11------1---

~~-Q-~~?_1_1_301 ~5 -~1~_!:·_~5_ 2_4_3_1_ ~ghc!__lrivol'✓-erne~t _P COF offi~~---- __ !_~0Q _ 4.5_ brick 600000 97~_Q _12-iQ_Q 
, ______________________ counselling, offices __________________ ---+-----+------+------+------- _____ _ 

,---------- ___ _ 2440 GJ's SuperValue Foods ___ ------------•----♦----+------+--------1----•-----
2441 Domino's Pizza --------- --- -- ---- ,. ·-··· --- ---------------- - ---- - -- ---·- - ----. -·-- - . -- .. -- --- -·-- -- --···------ -- -·-··----- ----- ----,------+-----+-----·· -- - ----

1------------- ____________ 2445-47_Gelpe's Bakery ___________________ --------+---+-------+-----+----

3302924130069 _ 2448 ___ Holiday Station#209 _____ CAS_ serv _sta/store __ 1981 ___ 1_ ♦-b_r_ic_k~, _cb_lk _ ___, ___ 3_4_7_0 __ 0_Q __ 2_50~9 3767 
2455 Tuthill's Gnl Store 

------------------·-·- - . ·---------- ---· -- --- -- . --- - -- -- - --- --- -- ------- --------------- -- -----
2500 Osman Cleaner's 

-•--------------·-- -- ---- - --- . 

3302924130013 2501 SuperAmerica #24 CAS serv sta/store 1 9 6 5 1 na 
-- -- --·--- - -
275000 16200 2580 

3302924130086 2504-06 2506 residential _ M2D_dupJex _________ 19_10 _2.2 n_a ____ -+--__ 6_Q_Q_00 __ 2?_1~ --~?_0_0 
2508 Formal Rentals 

1----,-------·-··· --····- ---·-- ------ - ------- .... --·--------------------------- --+--+--------,----------------------

, ______________ ___,2_512 Apartments _____________________________ ---•----+------------+--- __ _ 

3302924130091 2516-18 2516 residential M2D duplex 1908 2.2 na 100000 5000 2892 
--------------------------- -----·-------- - -- - --·-· • ·--··· --- --------·--- -------· ------·--------·--·------- ------- f------- ---,----- ____ _,_ _____ --- ------------

--------- ----~------ ------------ ------------- ---·--- ·-------------- ---- --------------·------ ---~---- ----------------♦--~----+----- - ·--·-------

3302924130093 2520 CAR rel & resid 1908 2.2 na R: 72000 4600 3826 
---- -- ---·------------·-· ---------·--- ·-··-· --------- ------ ---- ·--·---·------------ ------------- -·--·· ------ ----------• ------ -------------,-----------·-- ---------------

2521 H. Brooks &Co whls CC: 60000 
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____________ ________________ ---•------------,?§?i_!_Jptown_ P_hone Ctr 
________________________________ ?~?~ hakE:!s Clini~-Chirop 
_______ __ __ __ __ _ _ __________ ?5?~. ~~squ~le's SW Deli 

2530 Vacant 

_ 2f5_36_ Knut _ K~upee Music 
254f?_ Fir~t Bank Uptown 

3302924130098 2548 ___ Burger King_______ _ __ _ 
2600 Embers Restaurant 

propertyinfo 

----- -- -------- ---~----·---- --------- ------------·-f-------+-----+---

-··-- ··-- ····-- ____ ., ____ -----1------t ---,------------

------- ------·---·· -------

CFF fast food rest 1972 1 brick 400000 27827 2903 

·---------·--------- .. -------------- -- --------------- --· ---- -·--- ·----- -------- -------------- ----------- -----•-------- -------- ------

3302924420155 2601-03_ 2601_ Futon Gallery ______ CRS_sm retail __ -_1_9_0_~ __ 2_,..b __ ri_ck ____ ,.....f_~§_?0QQ_ ___ §_1__§~ _:!J_6_7_~ 
2603 Animal Med Clinic A: 113000 -------------- -----. ------------····-·---····· -···. . ... ··----------··-·-······-·- ----------- ·------------ ·------

~~Q~~.?~_42_01 ~~- _?~C>~:QI__ ?§Q~ _Q~~)E3Y_ ~igg'~ _____ CR~ ~~-~E:!@J~----- __ J_§!_Q~_ 1 cbl~'-' _br_ic_k_-+ __ 2_1_5_0_0_0_+-_5_4_4_01 _ _:1_Q§_0_8 
_____________ ___ __ __ ____ _ __ -----·· ____________ ~69_! __ ~P.t~wn_ ~uVo Hair __________________________________________ ---------+--------- _____ _ 

~~-Q~~-.?~~?Q157' __ ?6_()~-- Apa!tments _ A16 apt6 unit up ___ 1909 _5.5 _br_ic_k ___ -+---~iQQQ_Q _6_3!!_~ _!_'!_§g§ 
~~-9~~_?_44?0176 ?616~?0 ~c1Casa_ Apartments A 16 apt 6 uni!_up _1_~_1 Q '!~ ~!Jg~ __ g:!_?_Q_Q_0..,_1_0_8_4Q_ _!_"!_!!_24 
______________ _____ _ 2617 Dudley Riggs Theate_rs ____________ -------+-

2626 Green Mill Too Rstr j 
~ -33O2924-42O23-i · 2640 1st Tech Computers sis s CRS sm retail __ 1_956 ___ 2 cblk, brick 265000 9240 8500 

~30~-~~~-~~_Q_!_?~ --~?~_1 _ M~unl Royal Apartments jA16 apt _6 unit_~p _ _!_~_Q_§_ 5± _l?_!jck, stone 245000-490~9 ·I1~1 s 
-~~Q.?_~?44?0171 2645 __ Apts & El Alzar's Imports A 1 R 4 or> mult_r ____ !_~J ;3 ___..?-.:? -~tl!~~~._~blk CC: 6000 ___ g_~0C> _ 321 5 

__ _ ___ __ _ ~?50 Sze~huan Express ___________________ --i---+------i A: 64000 _______ _ 
-~~.Q.?~24420170 2653-55 2f?53 Kropp's and Bobber CRS _sm retail _ __ ... 1 ~5~ ____ 1 ~~~!....~_r)9._k _______ J_~.9_QQ_Q __ g~~O 3380 

2655 Discount Video 
,---------···--- ------------------- --- -·-···- ··---- ·-· ·•----·· -- .... ---------------1----+---+------1-----1----- ------

2700 Standard Station ------·----·---------· --- ------·-----··-·-- - -· -- ------------·----•- - --·- - ---- •-•-----------------·---------- ------------- --- ----- ---- -----·---
3302924420187 ___ 271_5 ____ Ken Lake Apartments ___ A14_4_or5_unit ___ 1904 2 cb_lk ____ + __ 1_8_5_0_0_01 __ 7_6_0Q_ .... 24.!Q 

1 ___________ ,__ ___ 1 2716-18 Stan_ Mar_ Apts __ _ ___________ ----+---+--------1-----+------ ______ _ 

3302924420125 2717 CRS sm retail 1904 2 wood 75000 6110 3550 
90000 -- --------~---· ·-- --·------ -----·---- . --·---· -· - . -- ---- ------··-----·-····- -- -------------------- ---·-------·--·----------- ----·---· ---·------

33Q?_~?~~~QJ_24 ___ ??:2~ ___ flampart _Bl~g Apartments A14 4 .<?r 5 unit ___ !~Q9 ___ ? ~~!~~------ ___ !§Q99Q __ §§?Q __ 7~Q_Q 
_33Q?_~?.4_420025 __ ???9 _ H c!nd ~C3allery CAA ret & apts _ 190 ! ___ 2 other,_ wood _ _DB:__~Q_QQQ -----~~oq __ j~__Q§ 

2730 Vacant CC: 400000 
3302924420024 2733 CRS sm retail 1962 1 cblk 96000 2740 2146 ,---------- -------------- ------------------------- ------------------ ----- -----·- ·------------ --- ·------- 1---- , __ --- --------·-

----------- _______________ 2725 Gorn Crnek Clothing ___________________________________ 1 ___ ,_ __ •... __________ _ 

__ _____ _ _ ________ ?7~6 __ Hennepin Isle Apts -,- ____ ___ _ ___ _____ _ __ _____ _ _____________________________________ ... _________ _ 

~30?_~?~1?.Q..Qg~ _____ ??.~_? __ l:3ig __ '{'!hEleiLlie>ssi Al!to star gFl~ sm ~et ___________ !~.1-~ ____ _!_ ~!ll~t-~!!~~-- __ ?.§..?~0Q ___ ~:t_§Q --~9Q9 
330292.L\t\2.002.2. 214 '\ __ La\hto? Pain\_ _________ ~?,_~ ~:i:n_r_~\ _______ '\_~_i~_ '\_ cb\k, s\ucco_ 2009og_ ---~-~~9. .. -~~~-?. 

/:J:J0_?9214?0021 I 2745 I 
propertyinl'o 

I I /rJI/ ..- _,_ I_ • 



---·- ------ -· - · ·· --·-·· - · · - -···· · CRS sm rn\ "\ 943 __ "\_ cb\~~~~~2- - - . ~3 02 92.44 20 .. 023 \ 2 .. 7 ',j. I ~ .. 19 .vv . . •.'t: .. t:~ .... n':'.;:,;:,,. /"\':'_lV··· .a,v·•· '::'' '."'.:' "."."'." :.-~·- ···-· ··-··· -·--··•·····-.. --·-·-· --····. . 2000_ 0Q_ .. _5_3_.~~ .. -~z~-~ 
3_3_02._9_'2._I\_I\~~{}_~~. 21~"\--==L~~~\l~t:~~~~~,-;:~-=-~··=·--=·-~-~···=:_···=-=··=_····::=_·-~-~·~·-·;:·-:;-=---,i--= ..... =-=·-=-=·-~=-=--~·-=·-·-=·····=·-===~===============:_-----1 

propertyinro 

1:::::1:;t tttI lii4~~;6 ~i4f Co.ndom Kingdom (;;; :~r::01 misc I 192/_·-:j··1brick~~·;ione~-'-~--5_;io-.o;~l~-.:r f f-.r?-.~f{ 
2.750 Uptown Mpls Specialty 

·-··- ·-- _ . ·- . _ _ ··-· ... ·--· _ 27_56 Apt Search svc. 
3302924420020 2749 VPI< park lot mi?c 50000 5504 na 

2751 Baskin-Robbins 
- -- ---- •·••- ----~-------- ----------------·------• ·-·--·--.. --------

. 27-~~ Apartrn~nts . . . - ---- ---- --- ------•----- ----+------------- ----·----·-

2755 Kinhdo Rstrt Vietn 
··--·-·------ .. ---···-- - ---· -· -·- - -··· ... -- ···- . - - ---·- --- ----·---- -~-------- ----- -------,e-------+-----•-----4---
___ ·-· ·------··-·- --·---- ____ 2800 Sonsof.Norway_ . ------· ... -··· . -· _ ··-···-- -·---· _______ -----,----➔-·-·--

Doctor's offices 
------ ----·--·· -··--·---·- --···-- -----··•--· -·· -·-··-··· . ····-·-··---··----······--··· -···---·- --- --·------+-----1------·- --··--

~~_Q~~~-~_i:l_30q~3 __ ~~_Q_1 ..... <:;y<::l~§~od~ __ -·· ·-- ____ gR§.~lll_ reL ___ ._ --~ ~-~Q 2 cblk, m_e_t_a_l_--+---_4_2 __ 0000 10445 9792 

-----•---·- . __ ·-•- ---•-- ___ ~~Q~ VVhi!e Light Bodywo __ ·--- __ -··- ________ ----tf------+--------+----l··-··-----

·----·-·-·- --· .. . ·--···· ·-- 2808 YWCA Uptown _ _ . _______ ----·-- ---·♦--..-----•·--·--·•---- ·----·-· 

3302924430032 2809 CFC restr, cafet~r -~·§}QQ _._?_,wggd ____ . __ R_:__§Q_QQQ __ .§_ggg _J?Q.? 
CC: 70000 

-·------------·-------- - - - -- --- ---------- -----·----<·----·--- t---• 
~~_!)_~~~i:l_4~!)030 2813-17 2813 Local Motion Clothi'l CRS sm ret 1925 2 brick 

. -· --·· - ·-·· .. -···----- --·----·· 
C: 103000 324 9 14000 

-·-----·---·-- ----·--- ---- - 2815 Dean Gallery Framin } 
.. . . - - - - - ----- ----+----♦·------+------+----+---

A: 60000 

~ ----·-·--·--·-··· -· ···-----······ 

3302924430124 2819-23 
·-----·--·-----·--- - -- - - - --- .. --- - - - -- -
3302924430041 2825-27 

3302924430040 
3302924430039 

2829 
2833 

_ Apartments 
2817 Design Works 
2821 Sri Lanka Curry Hse 
2827 A & J Gem Cate 

---- --- - . ---- ---- ---- -- .... -- -

2835 Norm Cleaners 

----+----♦------------+--·-·- ------

. - ... -- ·---· ···------·---- -·-------1-------1~--- , ___ -- ---------

CRS sm r~t-· .. -· ·- . __ J.9J__1 ___ 2 brick, metal -~~~00_Q_ ___ §~?1 -·~~g§ 
CRS sm ret -·--·---- ._1-~ 1 0 2 Q~t-~1 other R: 35000 43.~~. _ _,i_~_Q_~ 

CC: 140000 
-··· ------ -·--·--···-------- ----------------+-----t----

CRS sm ret 1929 1 brick 210000 5222 7380 ···•···--- -- --·-·- -------·----1--------··-·-··---···--- --·---·-
CRS sm ret -··· ___ . -· _1~_Q~ 1_ cblk_, _b_r_ic_k_-➔--_1_1 __ 0_Q_Q_~ ___ ?_?.?2 -·~g_~!3 

------·---·-----·· --------------- . -- -- .. - ---- --- ·--- --- -- ------------- --------- ---·-·-------,-----, ------- ··-----

3302924340132 2880 Wa_lker._Li~ra.ry ... __ . ·- _ _ gu li~r_c1ry ··-- ·- -·-· _ _1_~?_§} ____ n._a _____ _ 1655000 20572 3360 
3302924340130 2900-08 2900 Rendezvous Ex Bake CL T theatre 1 91 5 1 brick 450000 9929 12556 

-------·-·---·- - .. ··-·- . . . _ 2~06. !Jptown .Theatre .. 
2908 Atelier Lack Art Sch 

3302924430086 2901 
-------- ---- -- --- -- - -- -- --- -- --- -- -----

3302924430084 2907-15 2911 William's Pub 
CRS sm ret 
CFB bar/food 

1 ~ 1 _:I __ 1 ~rick1 _ ston_~ ·--- _____ <J!_>Q_QQQ .. 1-~??6- !.?.'!§4 
1925 3 brick 800000 8177 37006 

______________________ --------------·-·· _H~_n~en•~ __ Scott_Comedy __ G _____ ___ . __________ -------------·- ------·-----------------·---·--------------- -------·--. ______________ _ 
~~.Q_?~~t_l_~.'!Q_0.~.o . ?§}_!Q.~11 291 0 Fleetham Furniture C9§. stC>~~/offic~_ ... J.~.!~- ____ g_ ~!]~.~--- ---~~_QQ_Q_Q _ -~9?~ ~~_(3_?_Q 

2912 A Fine Romance 
··------.. ·----------·---·-·--- ----·-·-··--··----- -· ,. -·. ·-. ------------ ------ ---··-··- -- ·····-·----- -------- ·--------·-------·--·- --------··---- ---- -----
3302924340061 2916-22 2916 Vacant COS store/office 1910 3 brick 1500000 9929 38564 

---- -- --··- ·······-·· ·-----------~ --~------ ----··--··-·----+------·------ ·-------·· ----·----------

2920 lnvision 
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propertyinfo 

3302924430085 2919 / 
--------- ·---------- ~-=---------- --··•---- ------- --

CRS sm ret 1921 3 brick 465000 4882 17620 -- ·- -··------ -·· ----· -·------· ---·- ----------+----- -----
~- 2929 McDonald's 

. -·- ----·· ------- -·--- --·------ ------- ----------- ----------
~~Q~--~-~4_4~QQ~4 ----~9~9 ___ ?nyde(5. (?rug_____ CRS sm ret ___________ 1 ~ 1 ~ ___ 1 ~t~~£<? ___ , __ ~?:~QQ_Q --~-!g_Q 10208 
3302924430093 2941 Elements Furniture CRS sm ret 1913 1 brick 410000 5222 10764 
·--··--·------·---·---·- --- -------··--··-- --- -·- ----------- --·. --··· ·-·-· - - ----···-·-·---··- ----···------· ------ ---------- ------------- -------- ------·-
3302924430092 2945-47 2947 TCBY CRS sm ret 1901 2 brick 500000 5222 8496 ---- ------- -- ----· --·-- - --· -·- --- ------------- ----- -- ------ ---- --------- --------
0402824210002 3000-04 3000 The GAP CRS sm ret 1993 2 cblk 900000 5844 15566 ---------------- ----·- ----------· -- ··-- ------- ------------ ------. ---- ---- . ---·-· - -- -------------- -----------····- --- ------- ---
______________________ 3001 __ Calhoun_ Square ________________________________ ---1-------1------+----
Q1Q~!3?4.! ~-9Q?:2- ---~QQ_~-- _ ____________________ _ _ __ q$g shoppir1g ctr__ 1978 ___ J_ ~!>J_k_!_~_~od_ 1015000 6120 4186 --- -------- ----
0402824210003 3006 Urban Outfitters CRSsmret 1916 2 brick 700000 5844 16777 -------- --- -·- ·--- -- ------------ ---- ···---- ···-· --·- ---- - . ·-·-· ---· -·-·----· ----· ··- - -- - ···-·---·-··-- ---· --·--··--·- -·· ---- ---·- --------------· --------·-- ·-------
0402824210004 3008 CRS sm ret --- ·- --·- ---- . . - . - ..... - - .. -· - -· -- . - ··--· --- _1913 ___ ?~.? sto.11~~-~0.~d ____ g:2_QQ_QQ --~~4? ___ ?Q_?_Q 
040282421 _0005 ____ 30_14 .. _______________________________ VPK park lot misc 90000 5844 na 
_0402824210006 __ 3016-18_ 3018 Uptown_Bar_ .. CF!3 ~~~/_!~gq__ ____ _:!_~g__1 __ 1_1brick 300000 5844 6440 - -----
0402824210007 3022 Suburban World Theatre CLT theatre 1927 1 brick 215000 5844 6762 
04~2f!_g_~?._1_~~_7~ __ ?Q~4 Appla~se Records and CDs CRS ~m ret .. _______________ _1_~~ __ ! brick, s!uc~Q_ -~Q_Q0QQ 5844 _§_Q~-1 
0402824210071 3028-30 3028 Kinko's CRS sm ret 1927 1 cblk 215000 5844 5520 ---------·-----·-- - --- . ·-- -- ---··--· ·------------- ----•-·-· -·--• 
040282421 QQ!?.. -~0.32-38 3032 Wipson Posters CWK workshop ____ _1_~~~ __ 2 bri~k 520000 11689 34500 

3038 Clothesline rel. clth ---------·--- - - ---- -- ·-· -·- ----- --·-· --· ------t-----1-------I---I 
0402824120064 3037-43 3037 Lotus Restaurant CRS sm ret 1954 1 other, stone 240000 6120 3910 vl ----------------· - ---- --·-··--·· ·-- .. - - --------~-- -~---~------- -----

O O~0~_!3._g4__12Q_Q_~~ --~Q~_7·1~- ~Q41_ ~hakti Shoes 
3043 Orr Books 

300000 samE!_~l~g-~r1-~_C?s>~es as abo~_e-+-----1--------t 

------- ----1-- - - - -· ---- ·---- . ····-· ---·----------
0402824210074 3040-48 3040 Forte Salon CRS sm ret 1917 2 brick CC: 200000 --- ------- --·----- - ·--·-· ···----- - ·-· ... - . -- ------------- . ·-- - --·-----

A: 155000 ---- ------- ----------- ----------------· 
0402824210073 3040-48 3048 Morris & C. food Mk CRS sm ret 1917 2 brick C: 175000 

. -----··- -·-··----·---- -- - ---------··- ------·-···- --- .• • ---------------·-------- --·-----♦-- _____ ,_ ___ _ 

A: 105000 
---···----·-------·--- ·---------·--··- ---··-····-·--·--·-· --·-----·- -- ----------·-·- ----·-·----·-· -------- -------- - -----·-··-· 

6120 

6522 

-
5844 

-----
04_Q_?._!3~~~-?QQ~~ _ ?.9'!~_:'!~ ?9'!?_~0.~_§p9rts ________ CRA_ret & apts ______ 1909 2 br_ic_k ___ -+-----+----C: 375000 6831 ----

3047 Apartments_____ ___ _ _______________ ----+---+------+--A_:_1_3_0_0_0_0_i---

3910 

29186 ------

29186 

----------
15300 -----·-·----

_O_4_0_28_2_4_2_1 _Q_08_! 3100 f!!_St ~c!t'l __ ~~tlk C?f ~akes .. g~~ b~~~ --- ---- ___ J_~_Q_Q !l_a_,_n_a ____ , Id 76000 _559~, __ n_a 
0402824120128 __ 31_01 ___ Print_Shop _________ CRSsmret _____________ 1~4-~ ____ 1 brick, wood __ , __ 1_3~_Q_00 _~~-~~---! __ 23_2 
O402824~JQQ!!? ---~JQ_4___ ___ ___ _ __ __ _ ___ CBK ban~----------- ____ } §l!!_! __ 2 brick, wood 325000 5834 -----------·- ·---·---·-3410 

_0402824120127 _3105 lntoTo_ Clothing ____________ gm~_~_!ll-~8.! ________ __1_~_01_ --~ ~!!!_~~o ___ , 300000 5834 4216 

O4028_?._~~_1.!>Qf!;J _ ~_!_Q~~Q~ _ 3_1()~ -~W_ F~~ily ~vc:e.s _ CAA ret_& apts _________ 1908 _ 2.5 wood _____ R_:_~~QQQ --~~-1? __ g~~_g 
CC: 102000 

----------- ------···--· ··-· -· -· -···-- ... ···- -· . -- -· - - -------··----------- -··-·· ·---------- --- ------
0402824120126 3109 _ Lake Calhoun __ Prof. Bldg __ COF office_ 1970 1 cblk 350000 5842 7834 
_O~02~~~_g_1_Q.Q_~-~ ---~~1_g___ _ _ __ _ ____________________ ' COA_offices & apt ____ 1900 ___ 2 woo_d ______ B_:__?2QQ9 ___ _§!!_1~ ___ -~Q~~ 

CC: 67000 ___ ,,__,, _____ .._ --+-------- -··-·---

fo41J202412012s/ 311s I 
propertyinro 

fM? , nl 



;O4p202412p!2s; __ 311s / 
0402824120124 3117 

0402824210086 3120 
- -· ·- .. - . - . 

0402824120123 3121-23 

--------- --- - ---·· .. ··----- ··-···-

Hennepin Arms_ Apls 
apartments 

Q19~8241_ ?91 ?? __ 31:2? ___ duplex 
Q~Q?~?~?1Q_1 §7 -~Jg~--- apartments ____ _ 
Q~_Q?l!?~1~Q1~f3_ __ ~.1.~-~---- Uptow11 Vet _____ _ 

propertyinro 

11 M20 duplex I 
VPK park lot misc 
A 16 apl 6 unit up 
A14 4 or 5 unit 

1993t_ ~!wood __ _ _____ _! ___ _E!Q()Q(}' _ §~g4 __ §._5_?JJ_' 
45000 5824 na 

----··-·-- -- ----------------- ---------· -----------
1958 ___ 4 stucco, _brick ____ §~QQ9_Q _J __ .:!_§_~~ __ g§~J_g 
1914 2 stucco A: 72000 5824 5506 

A: 64000 
-------------- - ------. ------------- --------- - ------------

M2F 2 fam conv s1 1908 2.5 other 77000 5824 1908 
-- - -- ------ ------ -------------- -------------+--- ---- ------ ----

A144 or 5 unit 1967 2stucco 180000 5820 5124 
- -- - - - --- -- ----- -·----- ---- ------------------- --------- -·----·--

Cf=!R rel&. re_~id _______ 1_~00 2.2 wood, stucco_ R: 58000 5828 3550 
CC: 120000 -- -- --- - ------------ ----- ------ -------· ----------- ----·-· ------- --- - ------

0402824210168 3132 M2F 2 fam conv s1 1900 2.2 other __ 90000 5819 2224 
·- - --- ···- -- - -- -- -- --- ·--- - ---------------- --------- ----- -------------

O402824120137 3133 CRS sm ret 1 900 2.2 wood 169000 5828 2686 
--- ----- -- - ------------- --------- ------- ---- --------- ---··--------------- -------------··----------------------·--------------

O'!_Q?!J~4~10169 __ ~-1~_§ __ apartment~ ______ A1R 4_c:>r_~_mult rr _!~Q.Q _____ ? .Q!her 78000 5819 __ 1_202 
9~_()28~~:12_0136 _ 3! 3? __ Uptown Professional Bldg CRR rel & resi~j ______ 1_!:l_00_ 2.2 metal R: 72000 5828 __ §_69! 

CC: 145000 --------------·-- --- ------ ---- - --- - ·- - - - --------- ------· ---· - ------+------->-----+----

Q_4~~~?4?10170 3140 apts M3M mull fam rms 1900 _ ?-~ ~C>Cl~-----------t--8QQQQ ___ ~~!~ __ 2_4_2_5 
Q_4Q~!!~-~!~Q1_~~ 3141 house R1A single tam dw 1900 __ ?:!:> YJ_()()_~----+---1_0_4_5_o_o __ 5_8_2_8_t-_2_3_44 
Q'!.Q?!l~tl_~J Q_1_?_1_ -~ 1~2-46 3144 Mcconkey Engineer,CRM retail mulU_ _ __ 1_ 931 2 _s_t_u_c_co~,_b_r_ic_k__,_ __ 1_8_5_0_0_0 __ 5_7_1_ 4 ___ 6_3_5_0 

w ________ 3146 Shoe Zoo 

-- Q4Q~!!~'!i?-Q!I4. --~~y~-~-- Pediatric Assoc. Ltd s. otc1ccL clinic ---~-~-= ___ !~~-~ 1 g~I~. brick 215000 --~!3?~ =1~io 
_Q4028~1_~_1Q_?_~Z--~ !i~---- ~lue_ Ribbc:>n __ qlea~er~ lndry COL dry ~1~!3!!~~~y --~i}_QJ_ 2 other, cblk 75000 2940 4267 
O4_Q_~~~~_1.~_()_QQ? -~.1.'.!~-~1_ ~1'1~ hc:>_1:1se __ __ _ _ _ __ CRS sm rnt ___________ 1_905 _ 2.2 wood, brick R: 60000 5828 ~-~l_Q 
_______________________ 3151 College of Comic Bk ___ ___________ ______ ___ ____ C: 50000,___ ___ , __ _ 
Q_~02f!?4~'!_QQ_!J --~?0Q __ VPK park lot misc______________ ~_Q000 __ !31g.!l na 
Q_4Q~-~?'!:1 ~QQ?7 _ ~?03 __ __ __ _ _ R1A single_ faf!J_ d~ ____ 1 !:}Q~ ____ L? wood __ ?_~_Q00 ___ §~~J -----~~§ 
Q~_Q_?_!J~~!~.!!9.?~ ---~?Q~ _ MetroAcousti-Clean_of MN M?D duplex __ ... ___ 1909 _ 2.5 stucco, wood ___ 1_Q65_00 ___ ~~!:}_! __ ?~89 
0402824240013 3208 house CRR rel & reside 1905 2.5 wood R: 47000 5387 1740 

-------,------ ------·---· -·--------- - -- --

Q!Q~l!-~!!1.~Ql!?~ _ ~209-11 apts 
0402824240014 3212 house 
------------------ --·· -- --··-- -- -----

0402824130054 3213-15 3213 house ·---- ---- --•- ----- .. --- --- ----- -··-

Q_'!Q?~~'!.~~QQg; ___ 3216 apts 
0402824130053 3217 
0402824240016 3220 --------- -- ------------------ ------·---- ------ -

Q~Q?!!?41 ~Q052 3~? 1-23 apts 
Q_40_282~~4_0Q_!?. ---~??_4 __ apts ________ _ 
0402824130051 3225 

CC: 103000 
-------- ------------------ ----- ·--•------,- ·-· ----

A1R 4 or> mfam n 1910 3.2stucco 140000 5391 4400 
------------ -- ·------ --------·--------- -----~------- --------------- -------

M2F 2fam conv sg _1904 2.2 wood ____________ 85000 _____ 5387 __ 179.8 
M2F 2 fam conv sc 1906 2.5 other 85000 5391 2023 
M3M mult fam rm J 1900 2.5 ~ood ·-·--·------ ·---110000 -· 5387 --2824 

· ;r r =1~:~d mi ::~ ~~~k=:: ~~;m~~ m1 ~m~ 
.. c6F--offi~e····- .. ~1-19·0-5 2.5 metal 102000 --53f)1 -1-706 
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0402824240100 '~3228 
0402824130069 
0402824240101 
0402824130068 

3229 
3232 
3233 

______ ,,,_________ ---- -· - . . --·------ ----

house 

house 

0402824240102 3236 house 
0402824130067 3237 
0402824240103 3240-42 3240 house 
-------·--- ------. ---------. ---··----------- - -- - --- ----------

------- ___ ____ _ _________ 3?_42_ apls 
0402824130066 3241 house 
0402824240104 3244-46 

QtlQ?__~?4130Q~? -~g_45.4 7 ~?4? __ apts 
0402824240105 3248 house 
0402824240106 
0402824130064 
0402824240115 

3254 
3255 
3300 

0402824240116 3304 
----·-- --·- ---·-- - -· ·---··- -·-----

! Uptown Office Park 

v\) Q_4Q~!!~1!_~9!?6 3305 _ Lakewood Manor Apls 
N 0402824240117 3308 house 

--- -- -- --- -- ·• 

Q!1Q?__~~4_1_~0! ?? -~~-1_1 ~_13 3311_ apts _ 
0402824240118 3312 
0402824130154 3315-17 

properlyinto 

R 1 A sing tam dwlg, 

M2D duplex I 
R 1 A sing tam dwlg 
COF office 

1907 2.2 wood 111000 5387 1620 ----- -- ~----···- ---- ---- -----------~--- ------------ -·- ·---- ----- ---·--- ··--- -------------- -
1900 2 stucco 105000 5395 2440 

-- - -- ·---------- - -·-· ---·--- -- -· -- -- - -- --·---

1911 2.2 wood 115500 5387 1564 
3064 

CC: 16000 

R1 A_ sing _tam dwlg, 1 9Q?: __ 1 :7 wog9 ____________ JQ~?QQ ____ §~~! _ __!ijJ_ 
COF office 1907 2 metal 99000 5395 1720 

. --- --- -- . -- ---,-- ----··--- --------
A 14 4 or 5 unit 1 9 2 ~ ____ 2 stucco, brick A: 72000 5387 5952 ----,-----·- ------

A: 93000 
------- --- --- - ------------· --- ----------

R1A sing tam dwlg, __ 1912 _2.2 stucco, __ metal_ 9~QQQ __ ~~~~ -~:1-~ 
M2F 2 tam conv s __ 1 ~7_~ ___ 1 stucco, brick___ 1050Q_Q __ §_~~Z_ _J__1_~E3 
A144or5unit 1914 3stucco 150000 5395 5016 

...... --------- ----------- -- -- -- ···--·----

M2F 2 tam c;o~-"' ~- __ !_~QO __ g_:___~ ~qqd___ 1 ogQQ_Q_ -~~~_?: __ ?Q1_E3 
M2F 2 tam conv s 1900 2.2 wood 107500 5387 2412 

-------- -···- -·- -·-··--- ---·-·- -·--------·· ----------- ------·-· ------·----

COF office 1926 2 brick 375000 10971 28220 
-- -- - -----·· --···---- ----- -------- --·-·-------

R1 A sing tam dwlg. _ 1 ~_1 g __ 1 _. 7 other,_ wood __ ?_0000 __ 2E3§? _ _J_!Qi 
R1 A sing tam dwigl 1912 1. 7 other 72000 3482 1162 

~~~ :f~g6tau~i~~rgl ____ }!~!--~~! ~;~ctco 5~;:~ ~-;-~:~ -:~-~!;~ 
M2F 2 tam conv s 1907 1. 7 wood 75000 5090 1402 -- -·- --- - . -·· ··-- - -------··- --- ----- ---- ··-· --------

M3M mull tam rm 1904 2.5 wood 109500 5082 2816 
---·--------·---·------- -----·--- --- -- -------

A 14 4 or 5 unit 1917 2 brick A: 72000 5090 6192 
1-------;---- -------1-------- ----···-- -·-----·--

A: 80000 
---- ------ --------- ···---------------- --- -- ---- -- -- ------- -- - - -- - -- ------- --- - -- ---------l---+-----l------+--- +----
Q_4Q_~-~~4240119 3316-18 33~8 Courseware Dev Ass M2D duplex___ __ _!Q? ! _____ g_ ~!!-1__<_:;c;g _______ !1Q~QQ ----~Q~? ___ ?~_!_? 
Q1Q~!!~_t!?~Q1~Q ---~~?Q ___ house __ _ __ ___ R1A_sing __ tam ________ 1914 1.7 other, wood 72000 5082 ___ _!_!I~ 
_OiQ~!!!~1~fl1 §~ ---~~? ! _ house R1_A sing_tam _______ 1908 _ 1.5 other, stucco 76500 ____§__Q~_Q_ 1162 

M2F 2 tam conv s __ !~9~ ___ 2.? ~ric;~~ ~tuc;__c~ ____ 1_?_Q9QQ -----~Q!32 ___ ?-1:!9 0402824240121 
- --- ---- --- - - --

3324 
R1A sing tam _! ~Q9 1.5 meta__l ________ -----~4~QQ _ §Q}:lQ __ _:!_:!_?~ 0402824130152 3325 house 

-------- ------- -----·- -- ... 

0402824130169 3327-29 3329 house M2D duplex _ 1929 2 SIUC(?O, b~ick ___ J ~~oqg -- __ ?Q~2 ___ ?!3 J_6 
R1 A sing tam__ _ _ ___ 1__~Q~ _____ 2 other _____ ?:~§Q_Q_ ---~!~~ __ 1151 0402824130168 3331 ---- ------ - -- ·--- -------· -----·-----------·. 

Q_1_Q~~~~_?1Q!?_~ --~9-~~-1_4_ 333~ apts A 16 apt 6unit up ___ 1961 ____ 3 stucco, __ brick _____ 595000 _ 15246 19077 
R1A_sing_tam ________ 1908 _2_.2 wood 8_1_ 5Q_Q _?_QJ4 ____ 1_4z_~ 0402824130167 3335 house 

- ----- ------ -----·--- ------ ------·---- ·----·----- --- -----

0402824240176 3336-38 3336 H & R Block , CRS sm rel 1914 1 brick 65000 5092 2304 

--- ------------·- --------------
3338 Dei~ \Ju Hair _ -· -- ------ --- - ----- - ------------ --------!----·- ----------- ----------

130000 5094 5520 

/ __________ - - ___ / __ _ )3344 Break Trad. Uniforms 



properry✓-n/"o 

040282413oT65/-3345 . /3344 Break Trad. Uniform~2D duplex / ... .. .. / ....... I.. -··- _ ~-1-·-·--···--· 1 ·--·-- I.··--·--··· , 
1915 2 stucco 103000 5094 2539 

-- -·-·--··. ·-

0402824240178 3346-48 3348 Santana Market CAA rel & apts 1901 2 brick R: 65000 5082 7 440 
CC: 75000 

-----··----- --- --

0402824310011 3340-02 3400. duplex. M2D duplex.. 1936 ... 2 s~l!~~o 138QQQ ·-~?9-2 .. ~§41 

. .... 3402 duplex . . . ........ ____ -··--···-···-··-·-··- ...... .... .. ··--····-·-· 
Q~0?8?4420044 .. 3401 .. house R1A sing tam 1913 1.7 stlJ~~~-·---· ___ Z.!~.99 -·-~.!?7 J?l9-
(?4Q?~?4310Q1? .... ~4CJ4. __ house. __ . . R1A sing tam ...... _.1920 _.1.7 stucco,_.metal ._J11~QQ .. __ ??9-? .. J??Q 
Q4.Q?.~?.4.4.2QQ4? ·-··~LlQ~ __ ~ouse. .. .. . . . R1A ~ing tafTl ·--· .. _. ! 9QQ . .1-! _s_tl:!(2gg. ____ . ..J.!5~QQ _ ~?~it . __ !.1?~ 
O4Q?~24310013 .. 3408 house R1K sgldw ~/ungr 191~ 1.7 stucco, ~rick .. _ .. J.1'!§QQ ... §?92 ~7_9g 
Q4.Q?~?442Q207 3411-13 apts A 16 c1pt .6. lJllit up_ ·- ! 9-?? ....... ~ stucco,.!J!!<2.k_ ~§!QQQ.Q __ !Q.?J.Q 1.§?_1Q 
Q~Q?~2431 Q014 _ 341 ?.. . . . R1A sing tarT1 ·-·-- _.!9-!.9- _J_:Z. _stucco 11900Q -·~?9? ._ . .1 Z?§ 
g~.Q?~?4.3~ Q015 3416 apts R1 K sgdw w/ungn __ 1 91 9 _ 1.7 stucco,_ brick __ 120500 __ 5292 ·--!~!Q 
Q~Q?.~?~4.200~9 .. ~41 7 M2F 2 tam conv. sL__1. 907 -·--2 metal 11gooo _5~.~4.. -1.§.~? 
Q_4Q_?8?4~~ 0016 3420 apts R1A sing tam . .. . 1919 .. - 2 stucco,_wood ____ .!_1§_~00 592? ._J.li~ 
_9.4Q?~?4.420Q38 3421 A 14 4 or 5 unit 1924 -· ? stucco,_~~_i~~- 170000 ~~§~ __ §;3.~§ 
Q4.!>?.~?.4~_! 0017 3424 duplex I M2D duplex .......... __ !9-?~ . _ _?.__ ~tucco, brick 149000 -·-~~?? .. ?.§.4.Q 

c,J 04.Q?.~.~4j_?.QQ~?. ..... ~4?5 ... house M2F 2 tam cony .. ~~ __ !.9-D. _ 1. 7 stucco, wood 90000 5334 ._?_!1~ 
w _9_4.Q.?~?4310018 .. 3428 duplex, piano teacher M2D duplex·--····· _ _19?8 -.-?..~!LJcc~. brick 140000 5922 .. _?.~49 

Q.4..Q~8-~44..?.QQ~~ -··~42.9- .. duplex .. _ _ R1K sgdw w/ungrc_J . .9-Q.Q_.2.5 wood 98000 53~1 .. ~~.!9-
C?.4.Q?.~?.4.~l.Q01 ~ 3432 .. .. . M2D duplex.---· .. _1928 _ 2 stucco 1 !51.QQQ __ ~~?? _._?.§.~Q 
Q~Q?8-~442Q0~5 . 3435 house R1A sing tam. .. _J9-0Q __ 1.'..~ ~!':1£~.o . __ !_1~()_QQ -····~~?4 1921 
Q.1Q.?.!3_g_.4.~!QQ~0 ._.1.4~~ .. .... .. ... ... M2Dduplex --··. __ 1-~.?~ __ 2 stucco, stone 151000 .~~_g_g_ . _ _g_64.Q 
O'!_0~824-!_g_Q0.~4 _?'!}~ -··· -· .... ... .. . .. . M2D.guplex __ ··-·· __1_9-QQ --~-? Q!~er 1.!§.§.QQ -~~~1 _.}2~Q 
.QiQ~8~t3_1.Q.!).?_1 ·-~14q ...... . . . ... __ ... M2~ c!up!e~-- ___ .1.~g~ _ 2 stucco, brick 155000 ·--~~?~ __ ?§.!Q 
04._<!_282_420033 ___ .~.44~- house .. _ ·- ......... f=!1~ ~ing tcl'!l __ '--1~QQ .. __ 1 other,. metal 79000 -~~~1._J_g_?~ 

.O4Q~!!~~~J_Q.!>~? ·--~A'!'! M2D .dl:Jple~--·- _.1 §l?~ __ .? ~t~c;c;g_ 140QQQ __ §~?? _._g~iQ 
Q1Q~!!~4.4.?Q()~~ ·- ~.44? M2F 2 tam C<?llV '.'~ ... 1900 ... 2 ~~<?<L··--·-- .. __ ._?C3~QQ ·-· ?~~4 .... 1 ~?? 
().4.Q?~?4310023 3448 duplex M2Dduplex 1928 2 stUC()O, St()r,e . 14490Q 6174. ?64Q 
Q_'!Q~f!24.~~QQ31 _ ?44 9 . ... M2F 2 tam C()n\J ~~. _ 1 ~()0 ? stu.cco!_~t_o~e··---· ~9~QQ. _ ~?;34 .. J~1.? 
QiQ.~~~.4'!~Q.Q~0 --~4?3 .. _ house . . R1 K. sgdw wjungrf . 1 ~1.1 2 gtti~r-·-·--- --·· . .?~QQQ -··~~}4 _J~?'! 
O4Q28~'!1~Q~08 ... 3501-O5. 3501 .vacant .(2.business) CRS.sm rel_·--··-- . __ 1922 __ 1. brick 1.~.~0QQ ..J.Q§~3 ---~-??§ 
---·---·-- ·---·---.. 350? Pl.ay !t Again Sports _ ···-·----·-····---··•· ·---··· ---··•------+------- ·-----··- ---··-··· 

Q_1.Q.?..f!?..11~QQ~~ ·-~~()~ __ .... _ ..... . ... VPK park lot misc.-·-·------·-·--·-··-·-·-·-~- 28000 _. 51 oo ·---.!1~ 
O4~2_82'!.~?._QQ~~ _?_5_1 ~.~.!§ ~~_1~ c1pt~ ··- . _ _ ··- . CRj\_ret.&apts__ 1 926 . .? brick CC: 1_QQ00Q -~_1_Q() _ _Qz_~~ 

3515 Lakewood Products A: 70000 
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propertyinfo 

04028243.1.0045 -· '3514._ apts._. -·-· _ -···· .. . A16.apt ~ .. l:J.n!~ up_ _ _J~6Q -·- 3 stucco, brick ______ .?.1QQ.Q..Q -~Z§Q __ ~Q_!!~ 
94~?82442~~~1 .3517 BuildersandRemodellers CWKworkshop 1932 1 C?b.!k!..~riC?~-··- --··15900(? .. ?100 ~1~0. 
0402824420007 3~23 Reparenting Progs, Astrol M2F 2 fam conv s1 1917 1.2 metcll ... ·-·········-·· ········- 8?.50.9 .. 7089 1505 
c:>4028~4420001 ... 3525 .. apts .. ····-• --· .. .... .. M2F 2 fam conv s1 . _1 ~17_ _.1.:? ~~!~I ___ . ___ ··--·--~6-~90. . _ _?089 .. J~Q~ 
Q_~Q-~~~~'!?_~.QQA -~E2} __ . ~!l!~-<?~_JC>.~_~rchitects . _ cvy~ wo~kshop __ ... ..1 ~.~3 -·--~ ~~~cco 175000 11209 ~._381 O 

--·--· .. .. . . . ..... _. 3529 .. Met~gar J\quatic En 1 .. .. --··-··· -----·---·- ----·-·----- -·--·-···-· ... -···--···---

--· .. .. ·- -·--- .. Aquari~m Place ··-····. --· _ ----------··-····· --·········-··-- ·----····. ·-·····-·-·-
O~Q?_~?~.'!~QQ~~ -~.~~~-- General Sport _Shows, !3oa1 gqp gff!C?~.·----- ___ .. _ __!~~§ 1 brick 115000 525.Q. _._.!.!Q.~ 
04.Q.~~.~~~.!QJ.~.? 3540 Greenhouse.Apts·--·· -····· .. A16 apt 6 unit up ._J!)zg __ -1. wood 1850000 36460 -~~_!!60 
0402824420209 3553 vacant COF office 1955 1 brick 135000 10350 1322 
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P A R C E L I N F O R M A T l O N 

H E N N E P I N A V E N U E 

• JUNE 2, 1994 

C I T Y O F M I N N E A P O L I S 

P L A N N I N G D E P A R T M E N T 



::u lJ GIRARD AV S JOHN H & SHIRLEY KH)HN 

>PID: 3302924420158 4915 W 35TB ST UNI 'l 103 

'-- ------- -----~~~~-~~---==~~~--- --------
1934 - 42 HENNEPIN AV EUGENE A JOHNSON 

PIO: 2802924440267 10769 HOPKINS CIR 

--- ------ -----~~~=-~~---==~~~---2013-21 HENNEPIN AV RUSSELL M SPENCE R~ ALTY 
PIO: 3302924110084 1616 PARK AVE 

- --- MPLS MN 55404 
------------ ~ ------------- 1 _________ _____ _ ____ _ 

2100 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 3302924110003 -
MPLS SCOTTISH RITE 

TEMPLE ASSN 

2011 DUPONT AV S 

2107 HENNEPIN AV HARVEY B KATZOVITZ 
PIO: 3302924110085 7730 24TH ST W 

--~ ------------=~-=~~==-~~~-~~---==~=: ____ _ 2112 

PID: -
HENNEPIN AV 

3302924110004 
MARVIN J & RHESA E SHAPIRO 
20 QUEBEC AVES 
GOLDEN VALLEY MN ',542 6 

I 
/ \ 

~ l20 

PIO: 

HENNEPIN AV 

3302924110005 
2120 BUILDING INC • ~ I \s ( . \• .. ,,.., ,,, - C/0 SAGE MANAGEMENT CO 

1712 HOPKINS CROSSROAD 

2121 HENNEPIN AV DAVID & BARBARA JAMES HORNIG 

PIO: 3302924110086 8 OVERHOLT PASS 

-- ----- - -----=~~~~-~~---==~==-------------2201 
PIO: -2210 
PIO: -

HENNEPIN AV 
3302924110089 

HENNEPIN AV 
3302924120189 ... 

CHIROCENTER-MINNEAPOL IS 
2201 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55405 

D'AMICO CATERING INC 
2210 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55405 

, \ 



PlO: 3302924120185 • · 
P.C:Q C:OR\? - l\l\<:)<:) '<I · 1 I.H \\ S~ 

1 201 MARQUETTE AVE 1110110 

MPLS MN 55403 

--·---- ------------- - --------------------------------------
23 00 HENNEPIN AV THE JAMTA GRP LTD PARTNERSHP 

PID: 3302924120112 5353 WAYZATA BLVD STE 602 

--~ ------ -----~~==-~~---==~:: ____ ------- -·-
2 109-29 HENNEPIN AV BARETT INVESTMENT < , 

PIO: 3302924120176 5402 PARKDALE DR f 2oJ0 

--~ ------------~~==-~~---==~:: _____________ _ 
2330 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924120113 111P .. --
------------- --·----------------------
2400-06 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 3302924130105 ·-
R G HAVERSTOCK 
PO BOX 300137 
MPLS MN 55403 

2401 HENNEPIN AV J W TYSSELING/J L WOLDORSKY 
PID: 3302924130110 1415 LAKEVIEW AVE 

__ -"-! ___ ~ -----~~==-~---==~:: _____ -------· --
2~05 

PIO: ., HENNEPIN AV 
3302924130119 

2408-10 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924130106 --2409-11 HENNic:- ~ :J AV 
PID: 3302924130118 .. .... 

J W TYSSELING/J L W<> LDORSKY 
1415 LAKEVIEW AVE 

MPLS MN 55416 

R G HAVERSTOCK 

PO BOX 300137 
MPLS MN 55403 

JOAN ROHLF 
4831 PENN AVES 
MPLS MN 55409 

2412 HENNEPIN AV ROBERT G HAVERSTOCK 
PID: 3302924130040 PO BOX 300137 

----'---------------~~==-~~---==~~=---- -----------



2414 - 16 HENNEPIN AV ROBERT G HAVERSTOCh 

PID: 3302924130042 PO BOX 300137 

. Ill -------------~~~~-~~---==~~~---------------2418 HENNEPIN AV MPLS FLORAL CO 

PIO: 3302924130201 2420 HENNEPIN AVE 

-- ------ - -----~~~~-~~---==~~=---- ----------
?.43 1-35 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924130155 

2448 

PID: -
HENNEPIN AV 

3302924130069 ...., 
NEIGHBORHOOD INVOL\' 1·.ME NT 

PROGRAM INC 

HOLIDAY STATIONSTORES INC 
4567 W 80TH ST 

BLOOMINGTON MN 55437 

-----------------------------------------------------------
25CJ l 

PID: -
HENNEPIN AV 

3302924130013 
SUPER AMERICA STATIONS 

C/0 TAX DEPARTMENT 

PO BOX 14000 
- ------ --- - -- - ------------ ---- ---------- ------- - --- -- - -· -·-
250 4-06 HENNEPIN AV NAOMI H WARD 

3302924130086 -PID: - 4350 BROOKSIDE CT APT 318 
MPLS MN 55436 

------------------------------------------------ -- -------- · 
2516-18 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924130091 -
PAUL D SHERVEY 

4933 ALDRICH AVES 

MPLS MN 55409 

------------------------------------------------ ·- ------- · 
252 0 HENNEPIN AV R THOMAS GREEN JR 

PID: 3302924130093 701 4TH AVES 11250 ---- ------~ -·~---~~:=-~~---==~:: ____ _________ -
2548 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924130098 

lllllli, .... 

BURGER KING #760 

200 S 6TH ST MS: TA X02 
MPLS MN 55402-1464 

-------------------------------------------------- --------· 

l .'. \ "L 

,· ,. 

\\\:l-l\\\::.\> Hl l\.'J 
"'\'\f\'\C\') A"\ '")n\ UC. 

l\.CQ COR'i? 1\1\1:>I:> 'ti I lfl:\\ S'\: 

1701 M~ROUETTE A~E 1110110 



------------------ ------------------------------· 

"l b}). 0 ") \\ \:::.'Hl:-\L~'\..H 1'.'-' 

- 3302--

U'I\. .:JG'£.L LGC'l<.'£."l:'Z. 

2603 HENNEPIN ~VE 

MPLS MN 55408 

·- --------------- ---------------------------- --
~60 5- 07 HENN EP I N AV GARY KOHN 

PID: 33 02 92 4420156 2 607 HENNEPIN AVE S --~------ ...., ---- -~~~~-~~---::~~~---
2 609 HENNEPIN AV JOHN H & SHIRLEY Kl (, )II N 

PID : 330 2 92 4420157 4915 W 35TH ST UNI 1 103 

---• ------~ ------~~~~-~~---::~=~----·---------
26 16-20 HENNEPIN AV ROGER PLATH 

PID: 3302924420176 641 HOOVER ST NE 

-~ ----- 111111111111t · ----~~~~-~~---::~==--------------
2640 HENNEPIN AV ZUCKMAN BROTHERS PROPERTIES 

PID: 3302924420231 2640 HENNEPIN AVE 

-- ------ ---------------~~~~-~---::~~~---- -- ------- --
2 641 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924420172 -
ROBERT G KNODELL 

11122 HIDDEN TRAIL DR 
OWINGS MILLS MD 21117 

--------------------------------------- --------------- ----
2 645 

PID: -
HENNEPIN AV 

3302924420171 ..., 
26 53 - 55 HENNEPIN AV 

2715 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 33029244 20187 ... 

ELLEN ZACHER MCCART Y 
2504 EUCLID PLACE 

MPLS MN 55405 

HANSON & BOHL 

ASSEC ACCUMULATION CORP 
2828 LYNDALE AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 



-------- ---- -----·------ ------ - -- - - --- - - - -------- -----------
27 17 HENNEPIN AV ROBERT K CUMMINGS 

PIO, 33029244 201 2 5~ 2717 HENNEPIN AVE 

_ .. -----------~~~~-~~---==~~~-------------· 
272 3 HENNEPIN AV 

- 3302 ..... 

DONALD E HALLA 
6604 MOHAWK TR 
EDINA MN 55435 

--- - -- ---- - - -- -------------- -- -- ------ --------- -
2 729 HENNEPIN AV MILDRED J SAND 

PID: 3302924420025 3945 YOSEMITE AVE S,l .. ST LOUIS PARK MN 55 H6 
---- - - ---- - - -- -- - ----- ---- --- ----- ------------ ------ ---- --
2 733 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924420024 .. -- TSUGA PROPERTIES 
C/O BEN FAUS 
3810 YORK AVES 

---- ------------------------------------------------ ------
2737 HENNEPIN AV TSUGA PROPERTIES 

PID; 3302924420023 C/O BEN FAUS 

--~ ----- ~-----=~~~-~~~-~~-=----
2741 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 3302924420022. -
TSUGA PROPERTIES 
C/O BEN FAUS 
3810 YORK AVES 

-------------------- ----------------------------
2745 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924420021 
. ., TSUGA PROPERTIES 

C/O BEN FAUS 
3810 YORK AVES 

-- -------------- ----------------------------- ---
2748 - 56 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 3302924310005 -
BEN FAUS 
3810 YORK AVES 
MPLS MN 55410 

-- ------------- ----------------------- ------- ---- ----------
2749 

PIO: .. HENNEPIN AV 
3302924420020 -

TSUGA PROPERTIES 
C/0 BEN FAUS 
3810 YORK AVES 

------------------------------------------------- --- -------
2749 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 330 2924420020 -- -
TSUGA PROPERTIES 
C/O BEN FAUS 
3 810 YORK AVE S 

------------------------------------------------ ·---------



------------- ·---------

-, _u <)"\ 

PIO: :no292111130033 2so1. \\£:m,rE.'i?1.'N 1w'E. 

...... -- MPLS MN 55408 
- -~ --- ----------------------------------- - ------ - - ···-

2009 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924430032 -
DALE LEE 
2815 HENNEPIN AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

-- ·-------- - ------------£----------------------- -
2013-17 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924430030 

- llllllllf.. 

JILL M GAERTNER 
C/O ROBERT PETERSON 
5253 BALMORAL LA 

2819-23 HENNEPIN AV TRIPLE B INVESTMENT 
PID: 3302924430124 3781 KIPLING AVES 

APT 4 

- - ST LOUIS PARK MN 55416 
-----------------------------------------------------------
2825-27 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924430041 .. -- LILA V KRAVETZ 
2842 JAMES AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

---------------------. -----------------------------------
28~19 · HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924430040 

111111P 
2833 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924430039 

MARSHALL KOPMAN 
1600 UTAH DRS 
MPLS MN 55426 

NORM GENDEIN 
PO BOX 3387 

RANCHO SANTEFE CA 
..,, 

-- ---------------- , ., . .... --:·"" ----------------------
92067 



;• fl!JO !IENNEPIN AV 
PIO: 3302924340132 -29 00-08 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 3302~ 

1111111 ---· 
29 01 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 3302924430086 . --2Q07-15 HENNEPIN AV 

- 3302924430084, 

LIBRARY BOARD-CITY t)F MPLS 
300 NICOLLET MALL 
MPLS MN 55401 

UPTOWN PROPERTIES 
2222 S BARRINGTON /\VE 

LOS ANGELES CA 90 U6 4 

LAKE & HENNEPIN AS : ic 
C/0 L S ZIPKIN 
400 LILAC DR N 

AMOS HEILICHER 
850 DECATUR AVE N 
GOLDEN VALLEY MN 11 5 4 2 7 

------------------------------------------------- --------· 
2910-14 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 3302924340060 - · ST MARY'S GREEK ORTIIODOX 
3450 IRVING AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

------------------------------------------------ ----------
2916~22 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: . 3302924340061 ., - - THE ACKERBERG GROUP 
1400 LAKE ST W #300 
MPLS MN 55408 

2919 HENNEPIN AV ALAN L BROWN 
PIO:~ 3302924430085 •. 1222 UNIVERSITY AVE 

-- ----------------· ----==-~~~~-~~---===~~-2939 HENNEPIN AV JANET SNYDER 
PIO: 3302924430094 3150 CALHOUN PKWY W UlOl 

MPLS MN 55416 

2941 HENNEPIN AV MORTON LENT 
PID: 3302924430093 2019 UTAH AVES 

--~ -----~:-~~~~~-~~~~-~~---:~~~~-----
2945-47 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 3302924430092 

~ Ul)\ \\'\:,\\\\\.-'.\.~ "\.°'\ P..'J 

VlU: J302924430033 

JEFFREY W KOZNICK 
1516 LAKE ST W STE 400 
MPLS MN 55408 

(._"i.(._ '-..,\:,.. (..:.Uc...>U$ (..;..(.,)\..-,.~ 

260\. \\£.~WE.PU~ !\\IE 

MOT~ Mt,! C.C.40R 



------------------------------------------------ --------

\l)<lO 01\ 111 •.tllll.P lH /\.\J 

PID: 0~02824210002 PO BOX 26142 

-----· ----~~~~-~~---==~~~---------------:!003 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824120072

1 

THE ACKERBERG GROUP 
1400 LAKE ST W #300 

MPLS MN 55408 

-- --------------------------------------------- - ----- ----- -
3006 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210003 
NORMAN G JENSEN INC 
3050 METRO DR UNIT ·100 
MPLS MN 55425 

- ------------------------------------- ---------- -----------
3008-08 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210004 

3014 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824210005 

30 16-18 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824210006 

JOE A WALTERS 
3800 IDS TOWER 
MPLS MN 55402 

------------------------- -----------
KENNETH TOONEN 
3018 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

KENNETH TOONEN 
3018 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

-- ---------------------------------------------- --------- -
3022 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210007 
MANN THEATERS INC 
704 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55403 

------------------------------------------------ ----------
3024 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210070 
CHARLES KARCH 
REVOCABLE LIVING TR 1'ST 
10441 GREENBRIER RD UNIT 221 

------------------------------------------------ --- ------ -
3028 - 30 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824 210071 

3032-38 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824210072 

JEAN KARCH 
10441 GREEN BRIAR Rl i #221 
MINNETONKA MN 553 43 

WIPSON POSTERS INC 
3032 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 



- - -- --------------------------------- - --------- ---------· 
".!017-43 llJ,:NNU>fN AV 

PID: 0402824120064 

301 7-43 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824120065 

C/0 CALHOUN SQUARE ASSOC 

MDR GENERAL PARTNEHS IIIP 

3001 HENNEPIN AVE 

MDR GENERAL PARTNERSHIP 

C/0 RAY HARRIS 

1422 WEST LAKE ST ll/20 

------- -- ----- -------------------- -- ----------- · --------· 
JOq0-48 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210074 
HELEN JOHNSON 

408 CHERRY AVE N 

BRAHAM MN 55006 

- ------ --- -------- ---------- ---------- - --------- - ---------
3040-48 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210073 

3045-49 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824120063 

HELEN JOHNSON 

408 CHERRY AVE N 

BRAHAM MN 55006 

BSR PROPERTIES 

C/0 KENCO PROPERTIES IN~ 

510 1ST AVE N 1202 

-------- ----------------- ----------
3100 HENNEPIN AV 

~ 
ALGOMA LAND COMPANY INC 

C/0 DAVID J DELANEY 
2445 SHADYWOOD RD 

-------------------------------------------- ---- - --··- - - --
3101 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824120128 

3104 

PIO: 

HENNEPIN AV 
0402824210082 

3105 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824120127 

CHRIS E MUZETRAS 

3412 OAK RIDGE RD Ul'IIT 116 

MINNETONKA MN 55 30 5 

ALGOMA LAND CO INC 

%DAVID J DELANEY 

2445 SHADYWOOD RD 

KAREN S HEITHOFF 
3105 HENNEPIN AVE S 
MPLS MN 55408 

------------------------------------------------ -- ---- --
3106-08 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824 2100.~3 
APS LAND INC 

3108 IIENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

----------------------------------------------- -

IO•l\l 0'1 111-,t\lff.\> Ul f\\J 

PlD: 0~02824210002 
MOR'l:0~ G •,a,: 1. S'B'E.RG 

PO BOX 26142 



\ \ C)<} 

PlD : 0402S24120126 - · 
--~- ------ -----------------

"\...\<. C.J>.l....\\O\l't\ l?RO, 'E.SS \ )U !>."\... ~ \.,\)C?, 

3109 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 
~- ---- --- ----- ------ -- -- -- ---- -- ---- -- -- - - -- - - - - -- -- -- -- --

3 11 2 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824210084 

3114 - 16 HENNEPIN AV 
PIO: 0402824210085 

3 115 HENNEPIN AV 
PIO: 0402824120125 

3117 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824120124 

JAMES R GUTTORMSON 

3112 HENNEPIN AVE S 

MPLS MN 55408 

WILLIAM H YAHN 

3114 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

MPLS PATHWAYS INC 

3237 HENNEPIN AVES 

MPLS MN 55408 

MPLS PATHWAYS INC 

3115 HENNEPIN AVES 

MPLS MN 55408 

----------------------, ------------------------- -- --------
3120 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824210086 

3121-23 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824120123 

3125 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824120122 

HENNEPIN ARMS APTS 

C/0 APT MANAGEMENT CO 
2905 DEAN PKWY 

GINA HULTMAN 

3121 HENNEPIN AVES 

MPLS MN 55408 

NORBERT KOWALCZYK 

3125 HENNEPIN AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

---------------------------------------------- --------- ---· 
3128 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824210167 
HYDER M KHAN 

NAZNEEN H KHATOON 
7020 83RO ST W 

-- ----- --- -- ---------------- - - -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- ------------ · 
3131 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824120138 
THE UPTOWN VETERINA RIAN PA 
3131 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 
__ _ __ __ __ __________ _ ___ J ___ _ _ _ _ _____ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ ____ _ 



. ------------ ------ --- ----- -----------------------------· 
! I 32 

PID: 

IIENNEPIN AV 
0402824210168 

MS P PROPERTIES 
7801 47 1/2 AVE N 
NEW HOPE MN 55428 

-- ---------------------------------------------- ·---------
]133 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824120137 
LEWIS A REMELE JR 
2512 LAKE OF ISLES PK WY W 
MPLS MN 55405 

. -- ----------------------------------------- ---- ---------
HENNEPIN AV 

0402824210169 
ROGER P KUERBS 
1968 KENWOOD PKWY 
MPLS MN 55405 

-· - -- -------- -- ---------1- ------------------ -- ----
3 JJ7 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824120136 
HERBERT & MARLENE Dl:LOTT 
8725 MISSISSIPPI BLVD 
COON RAPIDS MN 55 ~3 3 

------------------------------------------------ ----------
3140 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210170 
ADELIA G MAGINNIS 
2601 BURNHAM RD 
MPLS MN 55416 

------------------------------------------------ ----------
3141 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824120135 
KEITH L SJOQUIST 
3141 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

, f 

. ----------------------------------------------- - ---------
3142-46 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824210171 

3145 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824120134 

H JAMES MC CONKEY JI, 

1148 XERXES AVES 
MPLS MN 55405 

DRS SCHERLING, GREEN S ET AL 
3145 HENNEPIN AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

·-·- ----------------------~------------------- ----
3148 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824240227 
ROBERT DILL & JEFFIU Y TRACY 
C/0 BLUE RIBBON CLE~N ERS 
31 4 8 IIENNEP IN AVE 

-- ------------------------- --------------------- ---------
3149-51 HENNEPIN AV DRS SCHERLING, GREEN E ET AL 

PID: 0402824130002 3145 HENNEPIN AVE 

--~ ----~~~~-~~---:~~~~---------------

\\0':) \\'c:.UU.'c.V\'t\ "-" 

PIO: 0402824120126 
'\..'t<. CJ>.'\..\\O\J\\ l?ROl;'l::.S~ \ J\U,'\.. ~'\..\JG 

3109 HENNEPIN ~VE 



---------------------------------------------

Y2.u0 1\£.NUE.P lN 1'."1 

PlD: 0402824240011 
L'!'E.Tt1'. C.C>R'£> 

C/O BLUE. Rl.BBON Cl.1::.1\NE.RS 

3148 HENNEPIN AVE 

------------------------------------------------ ·- ---------
3203 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130057 
MICHAEL K SCHMIER 

3203 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 

------------- ---------------------------------------------
3205 HENNEPIN AV RUBYE OLSON 

PIO: 0402824130056 2426 PILLSBURY AVE S -----------~~~~-~~---~~~~~---- . ---------
3208 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824240013 
WK & L J HIMMELWRI GHT & 
GM HIMMELWRIGHT 
3208 HAMMEPIN AVE 

---- --------- ----------------------------------- ----------
320 9-11 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130055 

3212 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824240014 

FINCHLIE PROPERTIES 
5829 CREEK VALLEY RD 
EDINA MN 55439 

RUSSELL K THARALDSON 
3212 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

------------------------------------------------ --- -- ------
3213-15 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130054 
DAVID L HOLMAN 

3215 HENNEPIN AVES 

MPLS MN 55408 

-- ----------------------------------------------- -· --------
3216 HENNEPIN AV . 

PIO: 0402824240015 , 
JOSEPH G HOLMES 

3216 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

-· ·--- ---- - ---- ------------ ---- ----------------- - --------
3217 

PIO: 
HENNEPIN AV 

0402824130053 • 

3220 HENNEPIN AV 
PIO: 0402824240016 

COLLEEN L ROBERTS 
3217 HENNEPIN AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

JAMES C WHITE 
26040 WILD ROSE LA 
MPLS MN 55408 



l l ·\ \. \\~:NH£.\' tN 1\.\J 

PID: 0402824l300GG 
ROS£.~1'.R~ ~ 111\.~L£.~ 

324\ HE.NNE.PlN AVE. 

MPLS MN 55408 

- ---------------------------------- -------
!244- 46 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824240104 
PETER A RIVERSO 

3244 HENNEPIN AVE S 

MPLS MN 55408 

- ---------~--------------------------
1245-47 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824130065 

324 8 

PID: 
HENNEPIN AV 

0402824240105 

UPTOWN REALTY 

DOANLD A DRIGGS 

3253 HOLMES AVES 

GERARD L RIVERSO 

3248 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 

------------------------------- ---------
3254 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824240106 
HELAYNA E MCGUIRE 

3254 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

----------------------------------------
3255 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824130064 
UPTOWN OFFICE PARK 

3055 CASCO PAINT RD 

WAYZATA MN 55391 

- --------------~------------------------- ---------
33 00 HENNEPIN AV JOANE JOHNSON 

PIO: 0402824240115 3300 HENNEPIN AVE 

_ ............ ____ MPLS _MN ___ 55408 __ ___ ·- --------

3304 HENNEPIN AV PATRICIA S PERKINS 

PID: 0402824240116 3304 HENNEPIN AVE S 

MPLS MN 55408 

3305 HENNEPIN AV RAYMOND M & CYNTHIA S BAUER 
PID: 0402824130156 1409 MINNEHAHA PKWY l l 

~ MPLS MN 55409 

-- ----------------------· ----- -- -
3308 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824240117 
BRUCE W & TERRI L Blll'LER 
3308 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 
--------------------------- -----



l 3l l-13 HENNEPIN AV MARION R SHOEMAKER 

PIO: 0402824130155 3311 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 

J31?. HENNEPIN AV LORRAINE KRAMER 

PIO: 0402824240118 3312 HENNEPIN AVE 

_ ---____ _ MPLS _MN ___ 55408 ____ -- - - - ----· 

J315 - 17 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130154 

3316-18 HENNEPIN AV 

ZIGRIDA SLOKA 

3315 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

ANGEL P LOPEZ 
PIO: 0402824240119 3316 HENNEPIN AVES 

--.......... MPLS MN 55408 

-~ ----------------------------------· 
3320 HENNEPIN AV JANICE MERLE LEWIS OURR 

PIO: 0402824240120 3320 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 

3321 . HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130153 
STELLA M WRIGHT 

3321 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

332~ HENNEPIN AV DENNIS L LIBBY 

PIO: 0402824240121 3324 HENNEPIN AVES 

MPLS MN 55408 

3325 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130152 

3327-29 HENNEPIN AV 

JAMES F WEAR JR 

3325 HENNEPIN AVES 

MPLS MN 55408 

ARTHUR M HEINTZ 
PIO: 0402824130169 3327 29 HENNEPIN AV~ 

............... MPLS MN 55408 

-- ------ - ---------- - -- - --
13 31 HENNEPIN AV IDA B HILL 

PIO: 0402824130168 3331 HENNEPIN AVE 

_ ~ _____ MPLS MN ___ 55408 ___ _ 

> l. •\ \ 111-: NHl::.I' lt\ l\.'J 

r1u, oqo2 s 2 q1300GG 
ROS £.\-\I\.R"! \<. \\/\.~\..£."! 

321\l \\£.NN£.PlN l'.\IB 

- - - -- - - --



; .' \2- 31\ \IE Nt\ E.I? l. N 1'.'I 

PlD: 0402824240115 

3335 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130167 

C~LttOUN ~Rl.S~OCRA~ 

C/0 CAPl'tAL t-\ANAGE.1·\l~N't CO 

PO BOX 47393 

ETHEL L LUNDE 

3335 HENNEPIN AVE S 

MPLS MN 55408 

- ~~ ---------------------------------- ---------
3336-38 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824240176 

3337-41 HENNEPIN AV 
PIO: 0402824130166 

3 3'12 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824240177 

3345 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824130165 

--
3346-48 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824240178 

3400-02 HENNEPIN AV 

PIO: 0402824310011 

3401 HENNEPIN AV 
PIO: 0402824420044 

3404 HENNEPIN AV 
PIO: 0402824310012 

MARILYN J STAM 

3336 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

MARTIN GAMMELGAARD 
7720 W 235TH ST 

BELLE PLAINE MN 

MICHAEL LANDER 

2116 EMERSON AVES 

MPLS MN 55405 

MARIE E MANTHEY 

4950 DUPONT AVES 

MPLS MN 55409 

MICHAEL LANDER 

2116 EMERSON AVES 
MPLS MN 55405 

5 6011 

SOO LINE CREDIT UNI ON 

RODNEY J LIPP 

BOX 530 SOO LINE BLl iG 

BRUCE A NELSON 

3401 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

RAYMOND D KUSH 
3404 HENNEPIN AVE 

MPLS MN 55408 
- --------------------- --

* 

)( 



1'105 HENNEPIN AV 
PJD: 0402824420042 

IIJOO HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402024310013 

3411-13 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824420207 

3412 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824310014 

LARRY MELQUIST 
3405 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

MR OR MRS CLAYTON l\ LAUGHLIN 
3408 HENNEPIN AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

STAN KAGIN 
C/0 APARTMENT MGMT CO 
2905 DEAN PKWY 

---------
LAURA JEAN KROETEN 
3412 HENNEPIN AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

-- -------------------~-------------------------- -- ---------
3416 

PID: 

341 7· 

PID: 

HENNEPIN AV 
0402824310015 

HENNEPIN AV 
0402824420039 

JAMES A & DIANA L SCHLAFER 
3416 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

REBECCA A LINNELL 
3417 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

------------------·------------------------- ----------
3420 

PID: 

3421 

PIO: 

3~ 2 ·1 

i'ID: 

J.125 
l'ID: 

HENNEPIN AV 
0402824310016 

HENNEPIN AV 
0402824420038 

HENNEPIN AV 
0402824310017 

HENNEPIN AV 
0402824420037 

M VIKTORIA SEARS 
3420 HENNEPIN AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

JULIUS DE ROMA 
4133 DUPONT AVES 
MPLS MN 55409 

THOMAS P MUSCALA 
3329 DUPONT AVES 
MPLS MN 55408 

CAROLE LANDIS 
3425 HENNEPIN AVE 
MPLS MN 55408 

CJ>.L\\O\l~ J>.RI. S'tOC:.Rl\'t 



\ 4. L H \\£.Nt\\:.'.\?1.'N 1'.'1 

~1D: 0~02s2q31001s 

1429 HENNEPIN AV 

PID: 0402824420036 

3432 HENNEPIN AV 
PID: 0402824310019 

£'A\lL I\ 1\0\lG\-n:1::.L 1.\-1 

3q2s m:.NNE.PlN 1\\/E. ~ l\l?T 1 

MPLS MN 55408 

TODD MONSON 

3429 HENNEPIN AVE S 

MPLS MN 55408 

-- ------------------ ----------
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SUI\fMARY OF COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS ROUNDTABLE 
AUGUST 8, 1994 

The Weisman Museum 5-8:00 p.m. 
Minneapolis Center for Neighborhoods/Urban Design Center 

The roundtable was divided into three segments: 

[1] why corridor plans have emerged as important in the neighborhood 
revitalization process; 
[2] what elements of conidor work are most essential to the process; and 
[3] what next steps should be taken. 

A list of participants is attached to this summary. 

ISSUE 1: 
WHY CORRIDOR PLANS HAVE EMERGED AS ll\1PORTANT 

NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATIVES 

The first segment of the roundtable explored the reasons corridor plans have been taken up 
by neighborhoods. 

1. Conidors can unifv and define neighborhoods. 

• They are where people come together: centers of commerce, public activity, 
community events. 
• But they are also the edge of neighborhoods, leading to a lessened sense of 
neighborhood ownership and control. 
• Deterioration has become highly visible: physical neglect, crime, transience, 
departure of businesses have catalyzed neighborhoods. 
• Deterioration reflects and echoes into adjacent residential areas - makes corridor 
decline a threat to residential stability across many neighborhood lines. 

2. Conidors provide the public space for neighborhoods. 

• But increasingly they are not functioning that way -- their role as places people 
can gather and socialize is on the decline. 
• Minneapolis has successful nodes -- Uptown, Linden Hills, Hennepin/Lake -
but corridors have not by and large enjoyed that success. 
• Traffic management and parking problems can undercut the public enjoyment of 
corridors - there is a difficult balance between levels of traffic necessary to support 
businesses and the neighborhoods' desire not to be overrun by cars. 
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3. Each corridor is a collection of goods and services that is the backbone of the 
neighborhood economv and of the city's economic diversitv. 

• Possibility of looking at the corridors as places in which to create jobs and 
revitalize the neighborhood economy. 
• But the corridors have been heavily buffeted by changes in merchandising, 
marketing, and city demographics. 
• The absence of a comprehensive city economic development strategy has 
hindered significant progress toward improving the economic vitality of corridors -
corridor planning can identify public policy impediments to that vitality. 

4. Corridor planning is being spurred bv the NRP planning process. 

• Neighborhoods have seized on the NRP as a vehicle for corridors to be examined. 
• The activity underscores a void in city policy: there is no clear understanding of 
the role corridors play in the city's overall economic development strategies, land 
use policies, and housing priorities. 
• Largely because of this void, the corridor plans are seen as a way to create a 
strategic land-use, economic, and transportation vision for multiple neighborhoods. 

ISSUE 2: 
WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF CORRIDOR WORK 

The second segment ·or the discussion focused the key elements of corridor planning. The 
discussion used as a point of departure the summary grids that had been distributed in 
advance of the meeting. 

1. Comprehensiveness 

• No single element of corridor planning and activity will revitalize a corridor -
each of the elements must be addressed in a mutually reinforcing way. 
• Similarly, neighborhood work on corridor.; will not succeed in the absence of 
city-wide priorities and decisions - the city's land-use plan, economic 
development strategy, and zoning ccx:ie; metropolitan economic realities; transit 
patterns; and other considerations. 

2. Land-Use and Capacitv Issues 

• There needs to be an assessment of land-uses within the corridor -- what types 
exist. how many are there, whether there is the capacity to sustain this level, and the 
like. 
• Particular attention should be paid to the B-1 and B-2 zones -- are there too many? 
if so, what should be done about it? 

3. Design and Improvements to the Streetscape 

• This is the visual clue to the corridor: an essential first step in corridor vitality 
• Need for capital investments: facade upgrades, lighting, trees, signage 
• Need for ongoing operating expenditures: clean-up, repairs and maintenance, 
plantings. 
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4. Street Traffic and Pedestrian Movement 

• Inherent tensions: 
[a] between creating a public place that invites people to use it and creating 
a place that can foster loitering or disruptive activities; 
[b] between pedestrian needs and convenience to automobile users; 
[c] between parking needs and design considerations. 

• Traffic and parking patterns on the corridor affect directly traffic and parking 
patterns in the adjacent residential areas. 

5. Safetv 

• Problem can be both the physical symptoms -- decay, poor lighting, threatening 
spaces -- and the activity that goes on along the avenue -- harassment, loitering, 
vandalism, prostitution. 

6. Marketing 

• Identify and capitalize on the strengths of corridor businesses that express the 
character of the neighborhood and make it a special place 
• Need to emphasize what makes the corridor a desirable place to visit, shop, or 
locate a business 
• Builds on other essential elements: making the corridor an attractive, convenient, 
well-functioning, safe environment 

7. Relationship between Commercial and Residential Uses 

• Corridors can come between and divide neighborhoods as much as they unify 
neighborhoods · 
• Need to think through the mechanics and implications of mixed-use 
• Need to examine guidelines for the physical nature of the transition/buffer areas 
between commercial and residential 
• Little thought has been given to the relationship among transportation systems, 
public investment in housing, and the development of commercial corridors. 

8. Small Business Assistance 

• Small business assistance should start with an inventory of how businesses along 
the corridor are doing and what is necessary to preserve their vitality. 
• Identify and support small businesses that reflect the character and meet the needs 
of the immediate community 
• An inventory should also assess what kinds of small businesses could be attracted 
to the corridor, how they would mix with existing uses, and what incentives could 
be used to attract them. 

9. Job Creation 

/ • Corridors are seen as a source of job creation and reinvestment of money already 
in the neighborhood -- beyond the retention of existing businesses. 
• The NRP could begin a process of leveraging -- joining public and private 
resources in bringing jobs to the city. . · 
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• Job creation is the most complex challenge facing corridor planning: 
[a] a corridor may have an oversupply of commercially-zoned property; 
[b] changes in the metropolitan economy make it difficult to support 
corridors in the way they were originally designed - revitalization and job 
growth may not mean resuscitation of previous uses; 
[c] to fonnulate an economic development strategy beyond small business 
assistance, a corridor plan will have to rethink the relationship among uses 
- residential, commercial, light industrial; and 
[ d] job creation is dependent on city-wide forces: zoning, economic 
development strategies, first source agreements (hiring preference to 
neighborhood residents), ties to education, and others. 

• Corridor plans should highlight those public policy decisions that need to be made 
if business is to be attracted to the corridor - for example, changes in city and state 
codes, licensing practices, and business regulations. 

ISSUE 3: 
WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS 

The group discussed taking the following next steps. 

1. Distribution of a summarv of the discussion. 

2. Development of a framework that defines what wiJJ be necessazy for corridor planning to 
be successful. · 

• A framework might describe: 
[a] the elements of a corridor plan; and 
[b] the financial support, technical resources, and policy changes neces.xuy 
for these elements to be successful. 

• A proposed outline of such a framework is attached. 

3. Follow-up working sessions that draw on succes.sful models from other cities. 

• There was interest in looking at what other cities have done and in putting together 
~~rk:ing sessions involving Minneapolis corridor coalitions and people from those 
c1ues. 
• The Minneapolis Center for Neighborhoods and the Urban Design _Center will 
explore the feasibility of facilitating this. 
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PARTICIPANTS LIST 
COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR ROUNDTABLE 

August 8, 1994 

Name Address Corridor/ ~ 
Organization 

Margo Ashmore 3557 Van Buren St N.E. 55418 Central 788-~ 
7g9.ot18 Phil Wynn 1954 Hayes St N.E. 55418 Central 
788-4581 Paul Ostrow 2239 Arthure St N.E. 55418 Central 
789-9472 George Welles 2527 Jackson St N.E. Central 
827-~ Chris Fisher 3432 Hennepin Ave. S. Hennepin 374,-4551 Suz.anne Zorn 1816 Irving Ave. S. 55403 Hennepin 
314-1 Amie Zuckerman 2719 Humboldt Ave. S. 55408 Hennepin 

John Burg 315 Grant St 55404 Hennepin/Planning 348-83 
129-'tl") Scott Wende 4719 30th Ave. S. 55406 Chicago 
122-3743 John Paul 3751 Bloomington Ave. S. Chicago 
821.sszJ Jan Lasky 2951 Chicago Ave. S. 55401 Chicago 

GL Yantos 423 N. 25th Ave. 55411 W. Broadway 529·(,0319 
Phil Crowley W. Broadway Bus. Ass'n W. Broadway 531-94 f/J 

Rod Wooten W. Broadway Bus. Ass'n W. Broadway 521-~6 
Linda Higgins 1715 Emerson Ave. N. W. Broadway 522· 711 
Sharon Jaffe 1014 E. Franklin Ave. Franklin 871-1 ()3 
Deb Martin 2CS7 Como, #2, St Paul 55108 ~'(\£~~I\ 647-63 5 
Dave Chapman 1014 E. Franklin Ave. Franklin 871-24~ 
Jane Strauss 3120 3rd Ave. S. 55408 Lake 827-67 9 
Cary Lawrence 3604 15th Ave. S. Lake 121-szS, 
John Skare · Greater Lake Street Area Council Lake 129·z5f1 
Michael Gramling 3649 17th Ave. S. Lake 122-0l 51 
Erich Wunderlich 3233 Garfield Ave. S. Lyndale 822-01 
Kim Hanson Lyndale Neighborhood Ass'n Lyndale 4-~1 Harry Jensen 3536 Nicollet Ave. S. Lyndale 82 fJfJ 
Karen Ives 2300 W. Franklin A ve.#195 Nicollet 339-1 
Tom Berthiaume 2010 1st Ave. S. 55404 Nicollet 

871-8~ Georgine Danner 1355 Nicollet Ave. S. Nicollet 
Carol Dixson 210 City Hall 55415 Planning 673·~ 
Liz Van Zomeren 210 City Hall 55415 Planning 673·~ 
Laura Lambert 210 City Hall 55415 Planning 673·" A 
Kelly Rose Jones 210 City Hall 55415 Planning 673-30~ 
Rick Johnson 210 City Hall 55415 Planning 673-23 O ,,-,1 
Allan Bernard 307 City Hall 55415 C.M. McDonald 673·.-" rfi 
Kathy Thurber 307 City Hall 55415 C.M. Thurber 673-2241 
Bob Miller 425 Crown Roller Mill, 105 5th Ave. S. NRP 673-5143 
Jack Whitehurst 425 Crown Roller Mill, 105 5th Ave. S. NRP 673.Sl4S 
Erik Takeshita 425 Crown Roller Mill, 105 5th Ave. S. NRP 673-5111' 
Mike Monahan Minneapolis Public Works Dept Acting Director . 673-24~ 
Bill Tetzlaff 600 Crown Roller Mill, 105 5th Ave. S. MCDA 673.01,, I 
Kris Nelson (in abstentia) Center for Urban & Regional Affairs CURA 625-~z f 

/Dick Little 4909 29th Ave. S. Planning Comm 'n 724-~ 
Diane Ondrey 3955Colfax Ave. N. 529· if;. ,.. 

Planning Comm'n .:. 

Ray Harris 1422 W. Lake St #220 55408 Independent g-,..3-01; 
Peter Bruce 3409 Bloomington Ave. S. Independent 724-71 ( 

n 
Resource Peo12le e 
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Susan Braun 1529 Hillside Ave. N. 55411 Independent p: 
William Morrish 1313 5th Street S.E. Rm 222 55414 Design Center 627·1~ s, 
Gretchen Nicholls 125 W. Grant Street 55403 Independent 872-~. 
Rip Rapson 419 5th Street S.E. 55414 Independent 623· . 



A COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR FRAMEWORK: 
FIRST THOUGHTS 

I. 
THE POLICY CONTEXT 

The City's Role in Providing Context 

Assessing the current needs and potential changes in neighborhood commercial corridors 
requires a context how the activities and aspects of the corridor fit within broader land-use, 
transportation, economic development, housing, public safety, and human development 
systems and policies. If these systems and policies are not identified and addressed at the 
outset of a corridor study and planning process, the corridor plan will ultimately collide 
with forces sufficiently powerful to undermine the neighborhoods' work. 

The absence of this kind of context poses a challenge to the City of Minneapolis. The City 
needs to make some early determinations: what role do the corridor studies play in the 
zoning code revision? how will the corridors fit in a revised city-wide transportation plan? 
how will the corridors contribute to the MCDA's thinking about small business strategies? 
and a number of others. 

The NRP's Role in Providing Context 

The NRP has generated interest in and financial support for commercial corridor planning. 
The NRP has been flexible in its view of the variety of initiatives that may emerge from L11at 
planning. But there needs to be early definition of the relationship between the corridor 
planning of NRP neighborhoods and the other NRP activities within those neighborhoods: 
is it all part of a single process? are they parallel processes? are they separate processes that 
infonn each other? 

II. 
PROCESS CONSIDERATIONS 

A number of procedural challenges face the corridor planning process. 

I. Support from the City 

The interest in corridors presents a strong opportunity to develop multi-neighborhood 
strategies for the revitalization of the city's great streets. As noted in Section I, however, 
the City is not well-prepared to support this activity. The corridor planning process will 
need to focus on how to generate the kind and level of City support that will be necessary 
for the neighborhoods to be successful. 

2. Relationships with Other Corridors and Systems 

Corridors are aggregations of systems: housing, small business, transit, land-use, and 
many others. Those systems are not limited to that corridor -- the housing profiles, 
economic markets, or transit patterns of one corridor overlap with, affect, and spill into 
th?se of other corridors. Each corridor study will require a careful analysis of how the 
pnmary systems of that corridor move into and are affected by the city-wide and regional 
systems of which they are a part. 
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This again suggests a pivotal role for the City's Planning, Public Works, and MCDA staff. 
Those staff need to help gather, evaluate, and synthesize information about the larger 
systems at work. They need to be a point of entry for the neighborhood to understand the 
comprehensive nature of their work. 

3. The Relationship between Commercial and Residential Uses 

The relationship between the commercial activities along a conidor and the adjacent 
residential neighborhoods will have a significant impact on the conidor plan. Traffic 
management, pedestrian movement, parking configurations, crime, housing patterns, use 
of open space, the neighborhood's mix of goods and services, and many other factors spill 
from one sector into the other. The conidor plan needs to acknowledge and incorporate 
these interlocking activities. 

4. Administrative Structure 

Commercial conidor studies have been precipitated by business associations, individual 
neighborhoods, coalitions of neighborhoods, and private sector interest A number of thorny 
issues will face the next generation of those studies: who will be involved in determining the 
scope of the process? who will provide oversight of the workplan? who will control funding? 
what will the decision-making process be? who will bear responsibility for implementing 
different components of the plan? and the like. 

These determinations may need to be left to the particular conidor. But the City and the 
NRP, whether because they provide funding or furnish technical support, will invariably 
have an interest in how these issues are resolved. They should make those interests known 
early to minimize the possibilities for misunderstanding later. 

5. Implementation 

Stacks of corridor studies fill the file drawers of city planners. Some are outdated. Some -
are useful reference points. Some simply missed the mark. If the current round of 
planning is to make a difference, it will have to bring a hard-edged approach to 
implementation. The key decisions at each stage -- who is involved, what issues are 
addressed, what resources are drawn on, what strategies are developed, how much money 
is set aside for early successes - need to anticipate the challenges of implementation. 

III. 
AREAS OF EMPHASIS 

, Although each corridor plan will be unique, key elements will likely appear in each. The 
roundtable suggested the following components. 

A. Corridor Inventory 

The corridor plan needs to build on what is already there, what forces affect its 
development, and what obstacles exist to its future health. This kind of inventory should 
touch on _each of the pl~ components: business development, relationship to the residential 
commuruty, transportation, safety, marketing, zoning and land-use, physical conditions 
and components, connections to larger transportation, economic, and open space systems, 
and others. 
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Issues to Be Resolved: 

[1] What information will governmental agencies make available to the conidor 
inventories? 

• mapping 
• aerial photographs 
• computer analyses 
• policy documents -- zoning code provisions, housing policies 

[2] Will staff time of governmental agencies be made available to the conidor inventories? 
• Planning Department 
•MCDA 
• Public Works Transportation Division 
• Police Department - Community Crime Prevention/SAFE 

B. Streetscape Improvements and Design 

1. Design Plan 
• Overall functioning of conidor: interplay among street, sidewalk; businesses, 
parking, residential sectors 
• Creating and reinforcing the conidor's unique identity 
• Connecting the conidor to the rest of the city 

2. Phvsical Improvements 
• Lighting 
• Plantings 
• Fencing 
• Open spaces 
• Signage 
• Facade upgrades 

3. Maintenance 
• Clean-up, repairs 
• Special services district 

4. Public Space 
• Integration of public space within the commercial and residential districts 
• Connection to larger open space systems: boulevards, the river, city and regional parks 

Issues to Be Resolved 

[I] What governmental practices and policies will affect design and streetscape decisions? 
• use of NRP dollars restricted to certain uses? 
• time of Special Projects personnel must be reimbursed? 
• certain improvements available only through special assessments (lighting, 
additional sanitation services, tree plantings, more frequent maintenance activities)? 

[2] How will the public space be managed? 
• what voice will the conidor governance organization have in the public systems: 
streets (one ways, stop lights, parking patterns), sidewalks (widening, narrowing), 
signage (zoning code requirements), parks (hours of use, security)? 
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C. Transportation 

1. Street Traffic 
• traffic management strategies to reinforce the activity of the corridor 
• opportunities for bicycle traffic 
• actual and potential public transit patterns -- linkages to prominent features of the 
corridor 
• balance among pedestrians, bicyclist, automobiles, and mass transit 

2. Parking 
• adequacy of supply 
• physical relationship to streets, sidewalks, businesses, homes 

3. Pedestrian Movement 
• relationship between corridor elements and pedestrian access 
• balance between vehicle use and pedestrian use (including strollers, shopping 
carts, wheelchairs) 
• ease of access and degree of safety for pedestrians 

Issues to Be Resolved 

[l] How will the City's revision of the zoning code affect the conidor plan? 
• Will the corridor plan help shape the new code? 
• What likely changes in the code will have the greatest impact on the plan? 

[2] Will the City develop a neighborhood-based transportation plan? 
• Will the corridor plan be permitted to affect the shape of city-wide transportation 
policies? 
• What neighborhood transportation planning activities are in process -- how should 
the conidor plan relate to those? 

[3] Will the City assist the neighborhoods in making connections between neighborhood 
transportation systems and the larger city and regional transportation systems? 

D. Safety 

1. Major Safetv Challenges 
• audit of physical hazards: poorly lighted comers, dead-end alleys 
• personal and property crime: incidence of assault, burglaries, vandalism 
• problem properties: boarded properties, graffiti, excess trash, 911 calls 
• status offenses: loitering, truancy, prostitution, inebriates 

2. Police Presence 
• beat cops 
• bicycle and horse patrols . 
• sub-precinct, storefront stations 

3. Community-Oriented Policing 
• police department involvement with community affairs 
• activities of Community Crime Prevention/SAFE 
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4. Communitv Response 
• block clubs and neighborhood crime prevention teams 
• citizen patrols 
• linkages between neighborhood and business groups to build community 
responses to crime 
• programs to involve teens in the life of the conidor. mentorships, apprenticeships, 
summer jobs, social and recreational programs 

Issues to Be Resolved 

[1] What public safety resources are available to the conidor without additional expense? 
• police substation? 
• expanded police staffing in the evenings? 
• more extensive police department involvement in community affairs? 
• inspection "sweeps"? 
• CARE or SAFE program? 

[2] How will the city and county work with the neighborhoods and criminal justice system 
to address status offenses (prostitution, loitering, public drunkenness)? 

[3] Will public agencies provide greater support for efforts to maintain and improve the 
condition of public space (Hennepin Community Works, Teen Teamworks, other youth 
employment programs)? 

E. Marketing Plan 

1. Promotional Materials 
• Welcome Wagon packet to all new residents describing the corridor's goods, 
services, and amenities 
• Advertising 
• Pools of marketing, advertising, and public relations resources available to local 
merchants 

2. Soecial Events 
• Business promotions 
• Community festivals 

3. Business Attraction Efforts 
• Materials that make the case for businesses to locate on the conidor 
• Highlighting strengths of the neighborhood and businesses on the conidor 

Issues to Be Resolved 

[1] Will the City make available the resources of the Office of Public Affairs and Planning 
Department to provide technical support in developing a marketing plan and materials? 
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F. Small Business Assistance 

1. Strengthening the Business Association 
• Technical assistance for newly-fonned business associations 

2. Access to Capital 
• revolving loan funds 
• micro-loan pools 
• MCDA community development bank efforts 

3. Resource Pools 
• advertising, marketing, promotions 
• financial, legal 

Issues to Be Resolved 

[1] Will small business assistance become a high priority for the MCDA? 

[2] Will expanded MCDA financial and technical assistance be forthcoming? in what fonn? 

[3] Will the NRP provide substantial resources for small business assistance? in what 
fonn? · 

G. Business Attraction and Job Creation 

1. Encouragjng Eyjsting Businesses to Expand Along the Corridor 
• Re-use of existing buildings 
• Financial incentives - loans, grants, tax concessions 

2. Encouraging New Businesses to Locate in the Corridor 
• Identification of market opportunities 
• Identification of businesses within the neighborhood that could expand 
• Identification of available land and buildings 

* Assessment of relationship among corridor uses: light industrial, small 
business, residential 
* Assessment of building re-use potential 
* Assessment of consequences of oversupply of commercially zoned land 

• Identification of obstacles to doing business in the city 
* Soil contamination 
* Pre-packaging of permit, licensing, other approvals 
* Streamlining of regulatory system 

• Identification of financial and technical assistance to attract new business 
• Marketing and promotional materials 

3. Job Training and Placement 
• Relationships between corridor businesses and city-wide job training programs: 
Neighborhood Employment Training network; Public School vocational programs; 
City and County job training programs; the Youth Trust; and others 
• Training programs designed s~ally for corridor businesses: Twin Cities RISE 
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Issues to Be Resolved 

[1] What level of financial and technical assistance is the City willing and able to make 
available to the corridors to assist in attracting businesses? 

[2] Is the City willing and able to deliver incentive packages on a particular site that include 
regulatory pre-approvals, site preparation, and one-stop trouble shooting? 

[3] Is the City willing and able to identify and reform the regulatory obstacles that exist to 
small business development? 

[4] Will the City develop a comprehensive job training and placement strategy that will 
enable the corridor to tie into job training and placement activities? 

[5] What is the relationship between the MCDA and the NRP in providing support for a 
corridor's economic development activities? 

\J 
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• Advocating for the enhanced livability and vitality of urban neighborhoods 

September3, 1994 

To: Participants in the August 8th Commercial Corridors Roundtable 
From: Rip Rapson, William Morrish 
Re: Follow-up to the Roundtable 

Thank you for participating in the Commercial Corridors Roundtable last month. The 
discussion was provocative. We hope it was productive. 

We wanted to follow up with three items: 

[1] A summary of the discussion; 
[2] A list of the participants; 
[3] A brief outline, based on the discussion, of a Corridor Plan Framework -
suggesting what elements might be included, what resources are necessary to 
support those elements, and what roles key players should take. 

We would welcome any comments or suggestions -- about either the roundtable or where 
to go from here. 




